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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia · ;_ :. 
AT RICHMOND. 
. .. .,. 
Record ·No. 3438 
.r i 
HENRY E. STOKELY AND HELEN T. STQKELEY, ;: 
Appellants, · 
versus 
JOHN C. OWENS, KATHERINE M. OWENS AND 
MARION BETTE SEGAL, Appellees. 
PETITION FOR APPEAL. • 
l' 
To the Honorable Justices of the Su,preme Court of .Appeals 
of Virginia:. · 
J>etitioners are aggrieved by a final decree entered in the 
Circuit Court of the City of Norfolk on tbe 9th day of J anu-
ary, 1948, in a chancery cause in which John C. Owens, Kathe-
rine M. Owens and Marion Bette Segal were complainants 
a~d these petitioners were respondents, by the terms whereof 
these respondents are perpetually enjoined and ,restraine.d 
( so long as the deed restrictions hereinafter ref erred to are 
in effect) from manufacturing frozen custards on the pre~-
ises hereinafter described, and from selling the same in cones , 
on said premises, and from conducting any other commerci~l 
business thereon. 
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In conformity with Rule 9 of this Court, it is here stated 
· that the appellants are Henry E. Stokely and Helen T. 
2i: Stokely and all *of the appell~es, or parties on the record 
who will be interested in sustaining the judgment of the 
court- below or will be affected by a reyersal thereof, are 
John C. Owens, Katheri~e M. Owens and Marion Bette Segal. 
The. petition is accompanied by a transcript of the record in 
the Circuit Court of the City of Norfolk, and the original 
exhibits introduced with the testimony which have been duly 
authenticated. The final decree from which an appeal is 
sought will be found at R., 12. 
STATEMENT"OF FACTS AND RECITAL OF THE 
PROCEEDINGS BELOW. 
Petitioners are the joint owners of Lf!~lJ.O as shown on 
the p~at of Suburban Park of record in the Clerk's Office of 
the Corporation Court of the City of Norfolk, Virginia, and 
the building on said lot which is shown in the pictures which 
are introduced as Exhibits A, B, C, D, E, and F. Appellees 
John C. Owens and· Katherine M. Owens are the owners of 
Lot 108 which is located diagonally across Virginian Drive, 
and ippellee Marion Bette Segal is the · owner of Lot 111, 
adjacent to the property of these petitioners. The rehrtive 
location of the several parcels of property is shown on the 
plat introduced in evidence a~Eti!i-1.m I. . 
In October,~ (R., p. 32), these petitioners started an 
addition to the building on their premises as is. illustrated 
by the photographs ref~rred to (Exhibits A through E), 
whereupon, these appellees fileff a bill for injunction having 
as its object (a) the prevention of structural changes in the 
building, and (b) the prevention of the use of said premises, 
or any part thereof, for other than residential purposes (R., 
p. 6). On· the testimony taken in open court an injunc-
3• tion •against completion of the addition to the building 
was denied, but these petitioners were restrained from 
conducting any commerGial hns_i!iess in such building (R., 
p. 12). . 
The case turns upon the proper construction of restric-
tions numbers A, B and E, as contained in a declaration of 
restrictions recorded by Suburban Homes Corporation on 
J annary 21st, 1941, in the Clerk's Office of the Corporation 
Court of the City of N orfo~ in Deed Book 366-A at .Page 
531, all of which are applicabl~ to Lot 110 in the ownership 
of these petitioners. Said restrictions are: 
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'' A. Except for the lots of ground hereinbef ore reserved 
for apartments, all other lots s·hall be known as residential 
lots, and no structure shall be erected, altered, placed or per-
mitted to remain on any residential lot other th~ 
·s~Je famil:y4l@1Jiugnet.to exceed two and one-half stories 
hi- height, andappurtenant outbuildings, including a private 
garage for not more than two cars. 
'' B. No building shall be erected, placed, altered or per-
mitted to remain on any lot, whether designed for residen-
tial or apartment use, until the building plan the ref or, ap-
proved in writing as to conformity and harmony of external 
design with existing structures on the entire tract of land, 
.a.nd as to location with respect to setback lines, by a Com-
mittee composed of Ben Cohen, Harry J. Goodwin and Jacob 
Kartman, or by a representative designated in writing by a 
majority of the members of said Committee. / 
"E. No ~us or offensive trade or activity shall be car- V 
·ried on upon any lo.t ( res~dential or apa1·tment), nor shall 
:anything be done thereon which ~be _or become an an-
~e or JlllWl!lce to th_e_J~ghborhood." - -
(Italics supplied.) - -
4 • •The structural changes in the building on petitioners' 
lot were approved in writing by the Committee referred 
fo in Restriction B ( Exhibits G and H). The property of 
these petitioners is located on the extreme north end Qf the 
subdivision known as Snburhan Pa_rk at the intersection of 
Sewell 's Point Road and Virginian Drive, and the extensive 
·use of the surrounding property wliicnis not within the con-
fines of the Suburban Park plat is graphically illustrated by 
Exhibits A through F. On the w.Mt there is a community 
-shopping center with a similar ·commercial venture directly 
:across on the opposite side of Sewells Point Road. The Vir-
·ginian Railroad tracks and a large fuel oil depot are located 
a short dista)!ce to t~ast. The zoning for this property 
tv' · is Tndnst:r-ie1 ~. 30). Petitioners had not commenced 
to use the prop-5ey:ro-r any busiµ.ess purpose at the time when , 
this suit was instituted, nor at the time when the restraining/ 
order was entered, but in frankness we state that they pro-
pose to produce f.r.oze.tL.custards in the addition to the wild-
ing and there sell the same in cone~ if they are successful in. · 
:this :appeal. 
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ASSIGNMENT'S OF ERROR. 
The· errors assigned a:re: 
T 
1 .. The trial court erred in decreeing_ that the building on' 
petitioners' property cannot be used for the production of 
frozen custards and the sale of same in cones,. and in en-
joining its nse for the conduct of any commercial business 
thereon. 
2. The trial court erred in its construction of the deed re-
strictions applicable to the property owned by the petitioners_ 
3. The record does not justify the entry of any decree for 
injunction against these petitioners, nor the requirement 
5• that they *pay the costs of the litigation. 
THE LEGAL QUESTIONS. 
Two legal questions are presented of minor ·and major im-
portance in the order in which they are here set forth: 
(a) Can these petitioners, who are not shown to have vio--
. lated any deed restrictions at the' time of institution of suit 
or !)f the entry of decre.e, be enjoined from a pros~vio-
lation thereof and required to pay the costs of S'fifft- ·· 
. (b) Are the applicable deed restrictions effective to. pre-
vent any comme~f the property/°9are they limited 
in scope to the prevention- of '' a noxious--or offensive trade · 
or activity''! 
ARGUMENT AND CITATION OF AUTHORITIES. 1 
Petitioners make two contentions which, in the order of 
their importance, are : 
(1) Whateve1· the scope of the applicable deed restrictions 
they cannot be enjoined from violating any such and required 
to pay the cost of litigation in advance of an actual violation · 
by them, and · ~ 
(2) That the applicable deed- restrictions were not intended 
by "the parties imposing the same and do not in law prevent 
~he use of the property for any commercial purpose. 
For their first contention, petitioners feel that the cita-
tion of authorities is unnecessary, and they rely upon reason 
and principle. 
6*' •For their second contention, petitioners point out that 
appellees rely solely on Restriction A, which is again 
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here quoted for convenience with italics supplied for par-
ticular phraseology urged on the trial court by appellees as 
pertinent: · · 
'' E~ept for the lots of ground hereinhefore reserved f 01· 
apartments, all other lots shnll be known as residetitial lots, 
and no structure shall be erected, alterea,plirced-or·permitted 
to remain on any residential lot otherthan a detached si:ilg]P. 
fa1:llicy dwelli1!_g not to exceed ~? and. one-~alf stori~s-~in 
height, and appurtenant outbmldmgs, mcludmg. a private 
garage for not more than two cars.'' · . ·, 
As to the structural nature of the building owned by these 
petitioners, including the addition thereto, the trial court bas 
approved the same as constituting a detached siugle family 
dw..elling-nQt---exeeeding .twQ. and one-half stories. in height, 
and the language of Restrictioii:J\.-Ts;we contend, cle-arly llin'.-
ited and qualified by the language of Restricti~, which 
for comparison is here again quoted with italics supplied for 
phraseology of particular moment: · 
''No noxioits or offensive trade or activity shall be carried. 
on upon any lot (residential or apartment), nor shall any-
thing be done thereon which may be or become an annoyance 
or.nuisance to the nei~·hborhood." 
Under all accepted canons of construction, that which is 
~ expressly prohibited is impliedly permitted, and it fol-
lows that since only noxious or offensive trades are pro-
hibited,. even on residential lots, then trades not noxious or 
offensive are permitted. Certainly, it cannot be said that 
the production of frozen cu~ds and the sale of same in 
cones is per se noxious or offen~ive, and whether the same 
may be or become an annoyance or nuisance to the nighbo_r.-
hood clearly depends upon the manner in ·which such a~·· 
7* tivity is actually carried on or conducted. *The court is 
without basis for a determination that such may be or 
become an annoyance or nuisance to the ne.ighborhood in 
advance of the performance of the act, and it has not at'" 
· tempted to so determine but has enjoined any commercial us/j 
of the subject premises. It is obvious from the language used 
that the author of these restrictions was well versed in the 
use of a.pt language for subdivision restrictions to effect a 
prohibition against those uses which were intended to be pro-
hibited, and it seems certain that he would have included a 
declaration that the property was usable "for residence pur~ 
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poses only'', if this was the object which was sought to be 
attained. 
In the recent case of Jerrvigan v. Capps, 187 ·Va. 73, this 
court had occasion to review the authorities and state the 
principles to be applied in construing deed restrictions in 
the following language ( p. 78) : 
"In the recent case of Schwarzchild v. Welborne, 186 Va. 
1052, 45 S. E. ( 2d) 152, this court, through Mr. J usticc 
Buchanan, reviewed the authorities and restated the prin-
ciples application to such cases. We there said, 186 Va., at 
p. 1058, 45 S. E. (2d) at p. 155: 
'' ' • • • while courts of equity will enforce restrictive cove-
nants where the intention of the parties is clear and thP. re-
strictions are reasonable, they are not favored, and the bur-
den is on him who would enforce such covenants to establish 
that the activity objected to is within their terms.. Thev are 
to be construed most_.§.tJ:~ ag·ainst the grantor and"' per-
sons seeking to enforce them, and substantial doubt or am-
biguity is to be resolved in favor of the free use of property 
and against restrictions.' '' · 
This quotation there reiterated was taken from Sohwarz-
ckil,d, v. W elborne, 186 Va. 1052, where the court held that a 
covenant to erect n_ot more than t~~1:!~~&:s ~n a singleJ..ot, 
and that any improvements miisfoe a awelliii~ or two 
s• dwellings, did not either in express terms or •by neces- · 
sary implication inhibit the owner from renting rooms lt.A'lh· 1 
in the building for permanent occupancy. · Again, at p. ~ l~ 1 ~ 
this court says that it is an elementary rule of constructtofl · 
that the purpose or intent of a written instrument must be 
determined from the language used in the light of the cir-
cumstances under which it was written. It is also a well es-
tablished principle that the language used is to be construed 
most strongy against the party asserting that the activity 
objected to is intended to be prohibited, and that every part 
of the restrictions set out are to be read and considered to-
gether and reconciled . if possible. 
At R., p. 41, th~ trial court asked the attorney for appel-· 
lees if he was relying on a covenant that the property could 
not be . used for business purposes, and he replied that it 
'' must be used for residences''. The trial court has read into 
Restriction A by implication a covenant that the property 
can be used "for residence purposes only", and has given 
no effect whatever to the language contained in Restriction 
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E, whereas it seems to us to be very clear, and we now here 
:assert that ~sttriction A was designed to cover· structural 
requirem-ents and Restriction E to eover uses. As we sel" 
the matter, 'the draftsman desiTed a residentially d'esigned 
building for one family not to exeeed two and one-half stories 
in height, -and as to tbe use · of such building for other than 
residential purposes, or more properly stated for residential 
:and additional purposes, h~ desired that no noxious or offen 
sive trade or activity and no annoyance or nuisance should 
·be conducted upon the· lot. Such use is quite different from 
l()De limited to residing in the building on the premises. 
The case of Dooiels Garilens v. Hilyard (Del., 1946), 49 A. 
(2d) 721, is directly in point. Plaintiff was the owner of 
·9• a subdivision •known as "Elsmere Manor'' in which it 
had built a number of houses, some of which had not 
been sold and remained in its ownership when the suit waci 
instituted. "The defendants owned two houses located in the 
·subdivision, in ,one of which a part of the premises was in 
use for a delicatessen, confectionery and grocery store. .A. 
board partition blocked off a substantial part of what for-
:merly had been the living room to create this store, and the 
space so used was equipped with the usual shelves, rack'-' and 
·other conveniences for merchandise. The exterior of the 
building was changed only by a small advertising sign. In 
the other house, the defendant operated a pick-up station in 
the basement for the collection and distribution of clothes to 
be cleaned and pressed. To carry on this business an en-
trance to the basement had been created by an excavation in 
the lawn and the construction of a door to permit customer~ 
-to enter. The surfaces of" the entrance way were paved and 
a wire fence constructed along either side of said entrance 
to the sidewalk. The owners continued to live in theF:e re-
spective dwel~ings. The applicable restrictions were: 
'' 1. All J9ts indicated on the plot of the above c:1onveyec1 
tract of land to be known as Elsmere Manor and to be re-
corded in the Office of the Recorder of Deeds in and for 
New Castle County aforesaid, shall be known and describC1d 
as res~s, except certain areas indicated on said 
plot and desigiiated as being reserved for recreational and 
,educational purposes and garage compounds or parking 
areas. No structure shall be erected, altered, placed or ne1·-
mitted to remain on any residential building plot other than 
one single family dwelling not to exceed two and on~-half 
stories in heig·ht and a private garage for not more tha11 two 
oars. 
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'' 4. No noxious 6r offensiv.e· tr.ade or· activity shall be car-
ried on upon any lot nor shaH anything· be dooe thereon whicb 
may be or become au anno.yance or· nuisance to: the· neigpbor-
hood .. ' '' 
It was held. that the rest~ioo.s- were~ not viola.tee!, and the! 
court said:-
10• ., 'Expiici!Uy a:t leastr no:n:e af the: lang;ua,ge of the-. 
fi:r:st restrictiGn. deals with use. The language states;. 
what t~ appea:r:a.nce of the structure shall be and what its. 
appearance.,shall continue to be," • * 
'' As the ·words used in the first restriction: are generally 
understood today, the restriction deals ouly with '"the type, 
of structure and :not v.1th the use of such structure.. More-
over the person who drafted these restrictions· was apparently 
conscious of the need for employing· different and more ex-
plicit language where he desired to differentiate betw-een thc-
eharacter of a structure and its use. In fact the differentia-
tion is recognized and covt?red in the eighth restriction,. 
which provides in part that 'The;use of the said garage rorn-
pounds, parking areas and driveways- shall be· specifically 
limited to the: purposes for which the same are intended and 
shall not be used for any other purpose'. I conclude that tlm 
first . restriction does not encompass the use which is to b~ 
made of the structure. 
'' Another reason exists which in part bulwark..q the con-
clusion I have reached with respect to the first rPStriction. 
The fourth restriction explicitly enumerates certain uses of 
the lots which are prohibited. If the 61·st restriction is to 
apply to the use as well as the character of the struchtre-, 
then.what possible function will certain language of the fourth 
restriction dealing with offensive trades serve1 It is inter-
esting to note that some of 'the same courts which con~trued 
a restriction similar to the first covenant here involved as 
embracing the use as well as the character of a structure 
where only the one restriction existed in the deed, have, in 
cases involving a covenant dealing with the character of the 
structure accompanied by a covenant dealing with certain 
excluded uses, concluded that the covenant dealing with 11,-;es 
exclusively defined the excluded uses. . See Carr, et al.. v .. 
Riley, et al .. , 198 Mass. 70, 84 N .. E. 426; Clark v. Jamr>s, et al.,. 
87 Hun., N. Y .. 215, 33 N. Y. S. 1020; (foodlme v .. Camerlln, 
142 App. Div. 470, 127 N. Y. S .. 120; Tannelle v. Haves, et al..7 
118 Misc. 3391 194 N. Y. S. 181; 155 A. L. R. 1007, 1012. 
"The theory of these cases is.that all words in a deed musi 
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be given effect if rea,sonably possible, and. that to construe a 
covenant dealing with t;he character of the structt-..re as ap-
plying to use would render meaningless, in whole or in part, 
the covenant dealing exclusively with use. 
'' Since there is no statutory or policy reason to ignore the 
covenant dealing with uses, i~t should be recognized. us having 
some meaning·. Now clearly, if the first restriction dealing 
explicitly with the character of the building is construed by 
this court as also limiting the use to which the building may 
be put, then the fourth restriction insofar aR it den.ls with 
offensive trades and activities is rendered largely: if not en-
tirely, meaningless. This is ·so because if we construe the 
first restriction as requiring the use of the structm e to COJl.;. 
form to the purpose for which it was required to be 
11 • erected, to-wit, as a dwelling, then obviously ""no trade--
offensive or otherwise-could be carried on. 
'' • *· * In order to accept complainant's argnrnent, the 
court would have to restrict the otherwise unrestrictCld mean~ 
ing of the fourth covenant before it could be used as a basis 
for enlarging the meaning· of the first covenant. I carinoi 
see how such a process can be indulged in by this Court under 
.-a fair reading of languag·e involved, especially in the light of 
the controlling rules of construction.'' · 
In Pulitzer v. Ca;rnpbell (N. Y., 1933), 262 N. Y. S. 743, an 
owner brought suit for declarato;ry judgment on whether the 
construction of an apartment house violated the app]foable 
deed restrictions. · In holding that it did not, the court u~ed 
the following apposite language: 
'' And the said party of the second pa1't * * • <lot}, cove-
nant e • • that ha will not at any time h~rea:fter erect, make, 
establish or carry on * * * in any manner on -any part of t be 
above described and hereby granted premises, any livflr'y- · 
stabl~, railroad depot * * * or any manufactory,. trade or 
business whatever which may be in any wise noxious or of~ 
fensive to the neighboring inhabitants, but will use or suffer 
the said premises to be used for the erection of first class pri;.. 
vate residences only. _ 
''These arguments in rela-tion to the meaning of ·what is 
herein referred to as the restriction it is not ne~essarv to 
consider; for an examination of the entire covenant disclosfls 
that the restriction is. but the culmination of a han on oh.:. 
jectionable business, and that the purpose is, not to confine 
the land conveyed to single family ~ouses, but to prP.serve 
a residential atmosphere unmai:red by certain named ohjec .. 
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tionable busine~s uses or by any 'noxious' manufactory, trade 
or business. The defendants contend that th'e limitation to 
'private residences' calls for 'one private dwelling per lot', 
though there is no e:x;press reference to 'single family resi-
dences'. Were the purpose to exclude everything hut dwP.11-
ings for one family, we should not find specifically mentioned 
livery stables, slaughter houses, breweries and some twenty 
other objectionable buildings. To adopt the defendants' -in-
terpretation, we should have to disregard half of the entire 
covenant. '' 
In HolUday v. Sphar (Ky., 1936), 89 S. W. (2d) 327, the # 
restriction under -consideration was: 
12" 4H 'No dwelling house shall be built in any part of said 
addition, when laid off into streets, lots and alleys, 
closer than 25 feet to the pavement line, and no residence 
shall be built on Boone Avenue or Belmont Street, costing 
less than $3~500.00, and no part of the property herein sold 
shall ever be sold or leased to any person of African descent. 
No dwelling house shall be built on the new ~treet next to the 
orchard at any point closer than 400 feet fo Boone Avenue 
which costs less than $3,500.00. '' 
Holding that this did not prohibit the conduct of a gas sta-
tion, the court said : 
'' Analyzing and testing and measuring the words of Hall)p-
ton 's deed to Randolph by these principles, it is very plain 
that they -entirely fail to restrict the use of. the lots of Holli-
day only to residential purposes. They deal with, and relate 
to, only, the minimurµ cost of the residences which the owners 
may choose to erect, and fix the distance from the street the 
same may be built. In deed, the language employed does 
not expressly or impliedly require, nor forbid, the use of the 
land for any purpose "' • • at most, such are no more than 
limited building restrictions, and not a limitation on the.free 
use 0£ the land.'' 
In David v. Bowen (Ga., 1941), 12 S. E. (2d) 873, the ap-
plicable covenant was: 
'' (grantee) will not erect or suffer to license to be erected 
on lot above described any commercial or manufacturing es-
tablishment or factory or apartment house of any kind at any 
time·, or use or suffer to· be used any building erected thereon 
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:for any such purpose_; '"' • *' that I will not build more than 
-0ne residence on said lot, but niay build thereon a large ga-
rage or stal>le in keeping with the residence :thereon, and of 
:sightly 11.ppearance:':, 
But the court held that the owner could us·e the dwelling 
tOn these premises for a boijrding house, saying! 
'' Construed strictly and most strongly against the grantor, · 
the covenant is not violated by the defendant • • .• by occu-
·pying fut! dwelling house on the lot as a residence and per-
1nanent home for herself and family, and using the same for 
-'a boarding house from which she earns her livelihood. · 
"The words 'commercial establishment' employed in the 
covenant, considered with their context, do not expressly or 
by necessary implication deny the right of the resident to 
make such use of the property." 
13* "In Clements v. Taylor (Tex., 1944), 184 S. W. (2d) 
, 485, the restrictions before the court were: 
'' 1. No residential structure shall be erected or placed on 
3ny building plot whereby the contract for such building 
·structure shall be below the figure of $2,500.00. · In other 
words, no house shall be built on any of the said lots unless 
said house shall have cost the builder thereof -at least $2,· 
500.00. 
"2. No noxious or offensive trade or activity .shall be car. 
1·ied on upon· any lot; nor shall anything be done thereon which 
may be, or become, an annoyance or nuisance to the neigh.,. 
borhood. . 
"3. The above described lots are intended as a residential 
district exclusively for people of the white race 9 "" "" provided, 
bowever, that this .restriction shall not be construed to pre~ 
vent occupancy by domestic servants of a different race or 
nationality employed by an owner or tenant. · 
. '' 4. No structure shall be moved on to any lot, unless it 
shall conform to and be in harmony with the existing struc. 
tures on other lots and with the -requirements set out in these 
restrictions. . 
''5. All residences shall be connected with the water, light 
and sewerage services of the City of Brownwood, Texas.. n 
But the court held : 
" • ••while the purpose of the restrictions was (as stated) 
'in order to promote the construction of desirable residences 
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and the· proper development of said property',. th-ere, is ab-
sent the showing of may intentiooi that no busmess enterpris~ 
was tE> 'be. conducted on the· premises. There is an implica-
tion that the l'estrictions did not exclucre the cmrrying on of' 
all trades, but only 'noxious or offensive trades'. It is fur-
.. ther implicit in the restrictions'. that some 'activities' were> 
not within the restrictions:, bl.lit only 'noxious or off ensive·'1 
activities. *' .- *· _ , 
'' • • • But it was shown, that defendants intended to con--
struct g residence building- on the lot, and hence; there was: 
no evidence to' warrant the· conclusiolil that the use of thea 
property for residence purposes was: being abandoned and 
the use of it as a business property substituted.'' 
The leading case in Massachusetts fa Carr v .. Riley (1908),. 
84 N .. E- 426, where the applicable restrictions· were: 
14 • ., 'L No buildings other than dwelling houses * • *' 
shall be erected, placed err used upon the saidi land • • * 
No building erected on this land shall be used. as an apart-
ment house, family hotel or flats, or in design or construction 
be fitted for occupancy by more than one family .. 
' ' 2.. No building erected on said land shall be used for any 
manufaoturing, mercantile or mechanical purposes.'' 
l.tl I · • h . . . Defendant operated a roonnng ouse 1n the home m which 
he lived. It was held that the first restriction was effective 
to caver the design of the structure, and the second restric-
tion related to prohibited uses, and did not prevent the op,.. 
era tion of a rooming house.. , · 
. The doctrine announced in Pulitzer v. Campbell, _supra, and 
the later New York cases hereinafter cited appears to be 
based on Clark v. Jammes (1895), 33 N. Y. S .. 1920,.. where the 
applicable covenant prohibited the erection of any building 
except a dwelling, and expressly prohibited certain types of 
business. There the defendant used her residence as a dress-
making establishment. Such use was held permissible, the. 
court saying: 
"It will be seen that the parties evidently contemplated 
that the first part of the covenant, to which attention has 
been called, did not restrict the use to which the premises 
were to be put. It only designated the character of the build-
ing which was to be erected upon the premises, and they 
thought it necessary, in order to exclude its occupation for 
purposes which were considered detrimental t? the neighbor-
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hood, to put in a provision prohibiting the permission upon 
said lots or any part of the same of such occupation. A con .. 
sideration of the whole of the restrictive covenant, therefore, 
seems to lead inevitably to the conclusion that in.its construc-
tion it is necessary to hold that the occupation of a portion 
of a house erected for a dwelling house for any purpose not 
within the prohibition contained in.the last clause of the cove .. 
nant does not come within its restrictions. • * * " 
, 
See also Goodhue v. Cameron (N. Y., 1911), 127 N. Y. S. 
0 120; Tonnelle v. Hayes (N. Y., 1922), 194 N. Y. S. 181; 
15• Sweet v. H ollearn (N. Y., 1932), *254 N. Y. S. 625; Bol-
back v. Temple .Anshe S1iol'on of Kew Gardens (N. Y., 
1945), 56 N. Y. S. (2d) 598. 
We respectfully submit that tl1e decided cases establish a 
general principle of law that where restrictions deal with 
structure and use in different portions thereof, those relat-
ing to structure do not govern the use and those relating to 
use do not govern the structure but each· have their own in-
dependent function; that in construi:ng the language used, 
courts give effect, so far as possible, to every part of such 
language and do not extend restrictions relating to structure 
by implication to limit those relating to use. · 
CONCLUSION. 
We respectfully submit that the result embodied ~ the 
final decree in this cause does violence to every established 
principle for the construction of deed restrictions,- bu-rd ens 
and limits the free use of real property by improper and un.; 
sound implication, and js plainly wrong. No contention was 
made in the court below that the contemplated production of 
frozen custards or the sale thereof in cones would be noxious 
or offensive, and the court did not attempt to decide that such· 
activity would be thus objectionable.· The language of Re-
striction E was wholly ignored and set at naught. 
This petition, together with the transcript of the record 
and the original exhibits, will be filed with the Honorable · 
John ,v. Eggleston, a Justice of the Supreme Court of Ap-
peals of Virginia, at his office in the City of Norfolk, Virginia, 
on the 7th day of May, 1948. A copy thereof has been de-
livered to opposing counsel on the 7th day of May, 1948 .. Op-
portunity for oral argument in support of the petition 
16• for the *allowance of an appeal is requested. If an ap-
peal is allowed, the petition will be adopted as the open-
ing brief for appellants. It is praY.ed that the decree of 
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.which complaint is made will be reviewed and reversed by 
this court, and that the bill filed by appellees will be dis-
missed, or in the alternative that this court will review. and 
reverse the cause with instructions to the lower court to limit 
the scope of the injunction to the prohibition of noxious or 
offensive .trades or activities and those activities ·which may 
be or become an annoyance or nuisance to the neighborhood. 
Re~pectfully submitted, 
HENRY E. STOKELY and 
HELEN T. STOKELY, 
0 
By ASHBURN, AGELASTO & SELLERS, 
Counsel for Petitioners. 
502 Citizens Bank Building, 
Norfolk, Virginia. 
F. E. SELtERS and 
W. R. ASHBURN, 
On the Brief. 
I, W. R. Ashburn, an attorney practicing in the Supreme 
Court of Appeals of Virginia, do certify that I have read the 
foregoing petition for appeal and the transcript of the record 
in the Circuit Court of the City of Norfolk, and have in-
spected the original exhibits in the cause of John C. Owens, 
Katherine M. Owens and· Marion Bette Segal v. Henry E. 
Stokely and Helen T. Stokely; and I further certify that in 
my opinion the decree complained of in the foregoing peti-
tion should be reviewed by the Supreme Court of Appeals of 
Virginia and reversed. 
W. R. ASHBURN. 
17• •A copy of the foregoing 'petition was received this 
7th day of May, 1948. 
HERMAN A. SACKS. 
Received May 7, 1948. 
J. W. E. 
June 9, 1948. Appeal awarded by the Court. Bond $300. 
M. B. W. 
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.RECORD 
YffiGINIA.: 
Plea.s hef ore the Circui'.t ,Oourt of tbe .:Citr ·o.f N:orff.a>~ .al 
.the Courthouse ther.eof., on· the 9th day of January, in the 
year., 1948. 
Be it r.emembered that heretl!>flli>r.eJ to-wit: In the Circuit 
cCourt of the City of N orfolk1 came the complainants, .John C. 
Owens, .et als., and filed their .bill of complaint against Henry 
.E .. Stokely, et .al., defendants, .at the 2nd October Rule~, 1947, · 
in the following words., to-wit.: . 
Virginia:: 
In tbe Circuit Court ~f the 'City of Norfolk. 
.John C. Owens, Katherine M. Owens .and !darion Bette &gal, 
Co:rnplainant~ 
v .. 
Henry E . .Stokely and Helen ·T .. :Stokely., Defendants.. 
T.o: Hon. Clyde H.. Jacob, 
Judge of the aforesaid CouTt-: 
Your complainants, John C. Owens, Katherine M. Owens, 
.und Marion Bette Segal, respectfully represent : 
1. That some time prior to 1941, Suburban Park Homes 
Corporation was the owner of a large tract of land in the 
City of Norfolk, Virginia, which it had purchased from. Hous-
ing Engineering Corporation, et al., and which said tract of 
land was subdivided into divers lots for re-sale; that on the 
21st day of January, 1941, said Suburban Homes Corporation 
recorded a declaration of restrictions .in the Clerk's 
page 2 } Office of the Corporation Court of the City of Nor-
folk, Virginia, in deed book 366A, at page 531, in 
_ reference to the above mentioned property, among which are 
ihe following restrictions pertinent to this case: 
'' A. Except for the lots of ground .hereinbef ore r~sen:ed 
for appartments, all other lots shall be known as res1dential 
lots., and no structure sltall be erected, altered, placed or per-
mitted to r~main on any residential lot other than a detached 
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single family dwelling not to exceed two and one-half stories 
in height, and appurtenant out-building~ including· a private 
garage for not more than tws cars.. · 
'' B. No building shall be erected, placed, altered or per-
mitted to remain on any lot, whether designed f Oi' residential 
Qr apartment use, until the building plan therefor, approved 
in writing as to cenformity and harmony of external desig1i 
with existing structures on the, entire· tract ef land, a:nd as to, 
location with respect to set-back lines, by a Committee com-
posed of Ben Cohen, Harry J .. Goodwin and Jacob Kartman, 
or by a; representative designated in writing by a majority 
ef the members of said Committee.'' · ' 
2. That all sales af record made bv the said Suburban Park 
Homes Corporation were evidenced by deeds c011taining an. 
express reference to the restrictions contained in the afore-
mentioned ··declaration of restrictions and made a part of 
said deeds, and which conveyances were made subject to said 
restrictions .. 
3. That all convevances of record for the aforementioned 
tract of• la:nd made by the subseque-11t grantees were- made by 
deeds referring to the aforementioned restrictions,. 
page 3 ~ which restrictions were made a part of said deeds,. 
. and which deeds were made snbject to said restric-
tions .. 
4. That ·on the 25th day of February, 1946, your complain-
ants, John C. Owens and Katherine M. Owe1;1s, purchased from 
said· Suburban Parks Homes Corporation, Lot No. 108 as 
set out 011 the Plat entitled ''Suburban Park, Section A., Prop-
erty of Suburban Park Homes Corporation'', dated May, 
1941, made by S. W. Armistead, C. E., which plat is recorded 
in the Clerk's Office of the Corporation Court of the City of 
Norfolk, Vi~ginia, in Map Book 10, at pages 88 and 89, and 
also shown on the plat of Suburban Homes Corporation, in 
Map Book 11, at Page 9, in said Clerk's Office; the deed con-
veying said property to your complainants, John C. Owens. 
and Katherine M. Owens, being recorded in the ·above men-
tioned Clerk 1s Office in Deed Book 457, at .Pag·e 75. That the 
aforementioned deed to your complainants, ,John C. Owens 
and Katherine M. Owens referred to the restrictions con-
tained in the above mentione~ declaration., and said convey-
ance was made expressly subJect thereto. · . 
5. That on the 7th day of July, 1945, your .complainant, 
Marion Bette Segal, purchased from Rohland D. Collins, and 
wife, Lot No. 111, as shown on the Plat entitled "Suburban_ 
Park Section A, Property of Suburban Park Homes Cor-
poration," dated May, 1941, and made by S. W. Armistead7 
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C. E., which plat is recorded in the Clerk's Office of the Cor-
poration Court of the City of N o:rfolk, Virginia, in Map Book 
10, at pages 88 and 89, and which is also shown on the plat of 
Suburban Park ' Homes Corporation, in M:ap Book 11~ · at 
Page 9, it. being the same property that was conveyed to the 
said Rohland D. Collins and wife by said Suburban 
page 4 }- Park Homes Corporation by deed dated .June 16, 
1945; and that the aforementioned deeds from 
Suburban Park Homes Corporation to Rqhland D. Collins 
and wife, and from the latter to the said Marion Bette Segal 
referred to the restrictions contained in the aforementioned 
declaration,. and said respective conveyances were made ex-
pressly subJect thereto. 
6. Your complainants aver that they purchasEld the afore:. 
mentioned lots, ancf that their neighbors purchased adjoin-
ing lots with the.distinct understanding that said lots could .be 
used for residential purposes only, and they relied upon the 
restrictions contained in the aforementioned declaration of 
restrictions. 
7. Complainants further aver that the purpose of the· afor~-
mentioned restrictions was to assure the prospective pur-
chasers that said lots were for residential purposes only, and 
that the type of houses to he erected thereon would be· uni-
form in design so as to create a neat appearance of said de-
velopment. 
8. Your complainants further aver that on the 7th day of 
July,1947, the said defendants, Henry E. Stokely and Helen 
T. Stokely, purchased from Harry· T. Grisson, Jr., and wife; 
Lot No. 110, a~ set out on said Plats,· subject to the afore-
mentioned restrictions, and that similar restrictions are con:.. 
tained in all deeds to the af·orementioned Lot No. 110 in the 
conveyance from Suburban Park Homes Corporation and all 
other conveyances up to the time of the purrhase of said lot 
No. 110 by the defendants. 
9. Your complainants aver that said defendants, in viola-
tion of the aforementioned restrictions, by whicl1 defendants 
· are bound for the reasons heretofore set out, are 
page 5 ~ now constructing and erecting on the aforementioned 
Lot No. 110, a building entirely contrary to the type 
of building they are permitted to erect on the aforemen-
tioned Lot No. 110, and are also erecting thereon a building 
to be used for commercial purposes; that althong·h your com-
plainants, and other neighbors, liave reg-i:;:;tered their objec-
tions to the violation bv the defendants of the aforementioned 
restrictions in the manner above set out, the defendants stated 
that they were going to erect a Rtore on said Lot No. 110; and 
that the defendants are uow in the ac,t of building a store and. 
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type of building prohibited by the aforementioned restric-
tions. 
10. Your complainant, Marion Bette Segal, further repre.,; 
aents that she has erected on her aforementioned Lot No. 111, 
which is contiguous to the said Lot owned by the defendants, 
a house of the type permitted to be erected on said land, which 
building is being used exclusively by her as a home. 
· 11. That your complainants, John C. Owens and Katherine 
M. Owens, aver that they have erected on the aforementioned 
Lot No. 108, which is directly across the street from the lot 
owned by the defendants, a house· of the type permitted to be 
erected on said land, which house is being used by them ex-
clusively as their home. 
12. Your complainants further aver that they have no ade-
quate remedy at law, and if the defendahts are permitted to 
erect a type of building as they are now erecting on said Lot 
No. 110., in violation of the above mentioned restrictions, your 
complainants' property will greatly depreciate in value; and 
that it will greatly lessen the desirability for their homes and 
. the homes· of th~ir adjoining neig·hbors, and that 
page 6 ~ they will suffer irreparable injury. 
On consideration whereof, and for as much as your com-
plainants are remediless in the premises, save in a Court 
of equity, your complainants pray that the said Henry E. 
Stokely and Helen T. Stokely m~y be made parties defend-
ant to this bill, and requfred to answer the same, but not 
under oath, answer under oath being hereby expressly 
waived; that proper proeess may issue; that the said defend-
ant be enjoined and restrained from erecting and construct-
ing on their af orementioncd Lot No. 110, any building of a 
type different from that required by the aforementioned re-
strictions; that they be enjoined and restrained from erect-
ing any store on said lot, and from using any building erected 
on said lot for any purpose other than residential purposes; 
and that your complainants may have all Ruch further, other 
and general relief in the premises as the nature of their case· 
may require or as to equity shall seem meet. . 
HERMAN A. SACKS, p. q. 
HERMAN A. SACKS 
Atty. for Complainants 
The answer of Henry E. Stokely and Helen T. Stokely to · 
a bill of complaint filed against them in the Circuit Court of 
the· City of Norfolk, Virginia, by John C. Owens, and others, 
on the 1st day of December, 1947. 
I 
· Henry E. Stolre1y, e't al, -v. John C. Owens, et a1s. ·1'9 
The joint .and sever.al .answer of Hem-y E. Stokely and 
1Ielen 1r. Stokely, defendants, to a bill of complaint filed 
.against them in the Circuit Court of the City of Norfolk by 
J1L>hn C. Owens, Katherine M. Owens and Marion 
page 7} Bette Segal, complainants. · 
.The respondents, reserving to themselves the 
benefit of .all just exceptions to the said .bill of complaint, for 
.answer ther.eto, or to so much thereof as they .are advised 
that it is material they should .answer, jointly and severally 
:say: 
1. They admit the allegations of paragraphs numbered 1, 
.2, 3, 4, and 5 of the bill of complaint. _ 
2. They neither admit nor deny the allegations of para-
.graph 6. Those allegations are immaterial and irrelevant to 
-the issues involved. If those allegations be considered ma-
terial and relevant by the Court, your respondents demand 
:strict proof. 
3. They deny the allegations of paragraph 7. 
4. They admit the allegations of paragraph 8. 
5. They deny the alleg·ations of paragraph 9 in that they 
.are not constructing a building contrary to the type of build-
ing they·are permitted to erect on lot 110. The alteration to 
their present detached single family dwelling consists of 
-the addition of two rooms as an integral part of the dwelling 
house, the exterior of this alteration being :finished in white 
·stucco, the architectural design being in conformity to the 
•entire house and the harmony with the general plan of houses 
in the development, and the grounds being landscaped with 
shrubs and lawn. The ref ore. the structure ·as altered still con-
Rtitutes a detached sing'le family dwelling, and the lot is still 
properly a residential lot in accordance with tl1e restriction 
in covenant'' A''. · 
6. They admit the allgations of paragraphs. numbered 10 
and 11. 
page 8} 7. They deny the allegations of paragraph num-
bered 12, especially in that the present alteration 
to their dwelling will not in any way depreciate the value of 
, the complainants' property and that it will not in any way 
"lessen the desirability for their homes and that the complain-
-ants will suffer no injury. . . 
8. Your respondents further affirmatively allege that their 
lot 110 is on the corner of Virginian Drive and Sewells Point 
Road, that this is the outside edge of the lots on the restricted 
·plat, that this lot is now surrounded on three sides by -en-
tirely business property, that the City of Norfolk has re- -
zoned this property for business since the creation of the 
restrictions., ·and it is assessed for taxation on the basis of 
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lmsiness value. The ref ore, these restrictions ar:e· no longer 
effective .. 
9. Your respondents affirmatively aver that they have com:-
plied with the requirements o.f covenant "B" in that they 
have secured the permission of the committee named therein: 
for the erection of the present alteration .. 
10. They do not intend to use said building for any purpose-; 
prohibited by the restrictions .. 
11 .. Your respondents further allege that they hav.e ex--
pended considerable sums of money on the addition to their 
residence., and that the structure was completed at the time 
this suit wa:s brought except :foT rQof, flooring and finish .. 
12 .. The complainants having· stood silent a:nd a:llawed the: 
addition to proceed to that extent are estopp.ed to complain,. 
and it would be inequitable to enjoin the completion thereof .. 
And now1 having fully answered the complain-
_page 9 ~- ants' bill, the respondents pray to be hence dis-
missed with their reasonable costs by them ex--
pencJed.. 
HENRY E. STOKELY 
. HELEN T. STOKELY 
By counsel Respondents· .. 
- WILLCOX, COOKE.AND WILLCOX 
J. J. BAECHER, p. ct · 
.And on another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court afore-
said on the 12th day of December, in the yea~, 1947 r 
This cause came o·n this day· to be J1eard upon the bill of 
complttiµt, the defendant's amiwer thereto, with general repli-
c·ation to said answer, on the testimony taken in open -court 
on behalf of both complainants and defendants, and the ex-
hibits introduced therein, ·and was argued by counsel. · 
On consideration whereof, the onrt is of the opinion that 
On consideration whereof, the Court is of the opinion that 
Section A, Property of Suburban Park Homes Corporation'", 
dated May, 1941., made by S. Vv. Armistead, C. E., whicl1 plat 
is" duly recorded in the Clerk's Office-of tl:le Corporation Court 
of the City of Norfolk; Virginia, in Map Book No. 10, at 
Pag~s 88 and 89, and also in Map Book No. 11, at Pnge 9, and_ 
which lot is located at the corner of Virginia Drive and 
Sewells Point Road, in the City of Norfolk, Virginia, together 
\\jth the improvements thereon, is owned by the said def end-
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· ants, and is subject to the restrictions set out in the 
page 10 ~ declaration of restrictions date January 21, 1941, 
recorded in the aforementioned Clerk's Office in 
Deed Book 366A, at page 531; that the restrictions contained 
in the said declaration of restrictions are valid; that pursu-
ant to said restrictions the aforementioned Lot No. 110 and 
· improvements thereon, owned by the said defendants~ can be 
used only as a residence; and that the defendants recently 
enlarged the building on the aforementioned lot and intend 
to .use· said building for· business or commercial purposes. 
The Court doth, the ref ore, adjudge., order and clecree that 
the said defendants, their agents, servants, and all other per~ 
sons, be, and they hereby are, perpetually enjoined and re-
strained from using the af oren:ientioned building and Lot No. 
110 for business or commercial purposes, or for any purpose 
other than a residence, so long as the aforementioned restric-
tions are in force. · 
The Court doth further adjudge, order and decree that tl1e 
complainants recover from the defendants the costs of this 
suit. 
The motion to vacate decree by Henry E. Stokely and·Helen 
T. Stokely, defendants, fil~d in the Circuit Court of the City 
of Norfolk, on the· 9th day of January, 1948. 
Now come the defendants, Henry·E. Stokely and Helen T. 
Stokely, and request the Court to vacate the decree entered 
.herein on the 12th day of December, 1947, upon the grounds 
that said decree did not pass on their' right to complete addi-
. ~ tions and improvements to their building and to 
page 11 ~ maintain the same on the ·property and that the 
. injunction granted in said decree was broader than 
the issue presented by the pleadings and the evidence. 
Said defendants, without admitting that the complainants. 
are · entitled to any injunction, further move the Court to 
enter a decree passing on the issue mentioned above and limit-
ing the injunction to the specific issue involv~d. 
Respectfully submitted, 
- HENRY E. STOKELY and 
HELEN T. STOKELY 
Bv JNO. JOSEPH BAECHER and 
.. WILLCOX, COOKE & WILLOOX 
Counsel. 
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To Mr. Herman A. Sacks, Counsel for John C. Owens, Kath-
erine M. Owens and Marion Bette Segal. 
· You are hereby notified that on the 9th day of· January, 
1948, at 9:15 A. M. the defendants will present the foregoing 
motion to the Circuit Court of the City of Norfolk. 
JNO. JOSEPH BAECHER & 
WILLCOX, COOKE & WILLCOX . 
Counsel for the defendants. 
Service accepted Jan. 8, 1948. 
HERMAN A. SACKS 
And on the same day, to-wit: In the Circuit 
page 12 ~ Court aforesaid on the 9th day of January, in the 
· year, 1948, the day and year first hereinabove writ-
ten: 
This cause came on this day to be heard on the papers 
formerly read, the decree entered herein on the 12th day of 
December, 1947, and the written motion of the defendants to· 
vacate said decree for reasons stated in said written motion 
and was argued by counsel. · 
·upon consideration whereof, the Court doth adjudge, order 
and decree as fallows : -
· 1. The decree entered herein ·on the 12th day of December~ 
1947, is vacated. . 
2. The prayer of the complainants for an injunction re-
straining the defendants from completing the additions and 
improvements to their building, . located on Lot No. 110, as 
shown on the plat entitled '' Suburban Park Section A, Prop-
erty of Suburban Park Homes Corporation,'' is denied. · 
· 3. The defendants, Henry E. Stokely and Helen T. Stokely, 
are perpetually enjoined and restrained,_ so long as the re-
strictions effecting the above mentioned property are in ef-
fect, from manufacturing frozen custards thereon and selling 
the same in . cones on the premises, and from conducting any 
other commercial business therein. . 
4. The complainants shall recover of the defendants their 
c.osts expended in this suit and this cause is removed from 
the docket. 
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J)age 13} The following is Notice of Application for Tran-
script of the Record. 
To Mr. Herman A. Sacks, 
Attorney for the complainants. . 
Please take ·notice that on the 8th. day of March, 1948, the 
undersigned will present· to the Honorable Clyde H. Jacob, 
Judge of the Circuit Court of the Citv of ,Norfolk, Virginia, 
.at his office, Norfolk, Virgmia, at 4 o'clock P. M. a steno-
graphic report of the testimony and other proceedings in the 
-trial of the above entitled case.; for certification by. said Judge, 
.and will, on the same date, make application to· the Clerk of 
-said Court for a transcript of the record in said case fo-r the 
_purpose of presenting the same to the Supreme Court of 
Appeals of Virginia with a petition for a writ of error and 
.supersedeas to the final judgment of the trial Court in said 
icase. · 
HENRY E. STOKELY and 
HELEN T. STOKELY 
By ASHBURN, AGELA.STO & SELLERS 
Counsel. 
'Service of the above notice is hereby accepted this 8th day 
'Qf March, 1~48, under protest, in view of the fact that notice 
was served on me this morning March 8, 1948, by letter that 
this certificate would be presented to the Court at 4 P. M. on 
the same day and I do not deem such ·notice reasonable. 
])age 14 } Virginia : 
HERMAN A. S.ACKS 
Attorney for the complainants. 
In the Circuit Court of the City of' Norfolk. 
J' ohn ·C. Owens, Katherine M. Owens, and Marion Bette Segal, 
v. 
Henry E. Stokely and Helen T. Stokely. 
RECORD. 
Stenographic transcript of the testimony introduced ·and. 
proceedings had upon the trial of the above entiiied . canse 
in said Court on December 9~ 1947, before the Honorable Clyde 
H. Jacob, Judge of said Court. 
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· ,Mrs •. Kather:ine M . .Owens .. 
Present: !fr. Herman A. Sa:cks,. Attorney for the com-
plainants. 
Messrs. Thomas H. Willcox, Jr., R .. B.. Spindle, Jr .. , and 
. J.:J. Baecher,. Attorneys for the defendants. 
])age 15 f Mr. Willcox:. It is stipulated between the: par-
.. ties that the defenda.nts owned lot 110 on plat of' 
Surburban Park, that said lot was: conveyed by deed contain-= 
ing reservations which will be introduced in evidence, and 
· that thai·lot is on the. portion of plat designate-d as r~idential.. 
It is further stipulated that the. section of the city in which 
this' lot is located is zoned fG>r business .. 
MRS. KATHERINE M. OvYENS, . 
one· of' the complainants; ha:ving b'een first duly sworn, testi-
fied as follows : 
By :Mr. Sacks:: 
· Q. Please stat~ your name and residence. 
A. Mrs .. Ka1Ji.erine· M. Owens,. 7552 Virginian Drive. 
Q·. You are the wife of John C. Owens, one• of the com-
plainants f 
A. Yes .. 
Q. Did you a:nd Mr. Owens lmy property from 
page 16 } the Suburban Park Homes Corporation f 
A. Yes .. 
Q. Do you recall when yo11 bought it Y 
A. Yes, 1942, in February, and moved in the first day oi 
. March, 1942. . 
Q. When did yon get your deed 6l Did you get that some 
time later? 
A. Yes., sir. 
The Court: The deed speaks for itself. 
By Mr, Sacks: 
Q. Is this the deed that yon received (I1anding paper to 
witness) f 
.A. Yes., sir. 
(The paper was marked '' Exhibit 1.' ') 
By Mr. Sacks: 
Q. Yon bought this property direct from the Suburban 
· Romes Corporation f 
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Mrs. Katherine M . .Owens. 
A. Yes, sir, we did. 
-Q. In buyi~g this property what representation was made 
to you by the land company as to the type of buildings .that 
would be built there Y • 
Mr. Willcox: I objeci to that. It is reduced to writing . 
. The Court: Anything which would tend to contradict or 
vary in any way the written instrument cannot be 
!>age 17 ~ admitted in eYidence. 
Mr. Sacks: I want to show the intent of the 
parties. 
The Court: You can put in evidence oral testimony to 
explain those things that are not clear or are ambiguous, but 
not ·what· .they may havo represented to her before the con.;. 
tract was made. 
Mr. Sacks : It will nc,t vary the deed. . 
Mr. Spindle: It seems to me it is hearsay evidence.· pure 
hearsay, what the representatives of the corporation. told 
Mrs. Owens. 
Mr. Sacks: I have a very recent case of W remi against 
Whitehurst that went tn from Virginia Beach in 1943, and 
the Court says you can ·~how the intP.ntion of the parties. 
The Court: You may show what action the grantees have 
taken which would tend to show what the intentions were and 
what actually happened, ·but not what went on before they took 
deed. 
By Mr. Sacks: 
Q. For what purpose did yon buy that property? 
A. For a home to live in. 
· · Q. Did you buy the property in ·a section that 
page 18 ~ could be used for business? 
A. No. . 
Mr. Spindle: Thaf is immaterial and is controlled by the 
deed~ 
The Court: Objection sustained. 
By Mr. Sacks: . 
Q. You bought this property and got a deed with restric':" 
tions in it7 
A. Yes. They read it to us. 
Q. Did yoU: buy the lot before you built the home? 
A. No. 
Q. You bought the lot first? 
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Mrs. KatherUie M. Owens. 
A. No, we bought it altogether. 
Q. Altogether t 
A. Yes. . 
Q. How close are you to Mr. Stokely? 
A. Right across the street. 
Q. Yes. 
A. Yes~ sir. 
Q. Where is your property located! 
A. Virginian Drive. 
Q. On any corner t 
A. I am right next to the corner. 
Q. Near what corner are you Y 
A. Sewells Point Road. 
page 19 } Q. You were there before the Stokelys came 
there, were you not Y 
· A. Yes. We had been there a long time. 
Q. The type of homes that are built in that section, are 
they, or not, all uniform types! 
A. Yes, all built with asbestos shingles. 
· Q. What type home was the home the Sto4elys are 110w 
occupying before they changed itY 
A. It was an asbestos shingle home. 
Q. The same type as all other houses in that location Y 
A. There were six types all built out of asbestos shingles. 
Q. Where is Mr. Stokely'~ house located? · 
The Court: She already testified across the street. 
, A. Virginian Drive on the corner. 
By Mr. Sacks: 
Q. At the corner of Virginian Drive . and Sewells Point 
RoadY 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know about when the Stokelys came there T 
A. Some time this past summer. 
Q. Who owned the property before they came there 1 
A. Mr. and Mrs. Grisson. 
Q. For what purpose were the Grissons occupv-
page 20} ing the property! " 
A. For a home. 
Q. Is the Stokely home, the house there, today in the same 
condition it was when they first bought from the Grissons? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. In what respect does it differY 
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M.rs.. Katherine M. Owens.. 
.A. ·They hnilt .a s.tore . .on it. 
Q. They built .a store on iU 
A. Yes., $ir.. 
Q. Did y:@u :observe when they first started to make the 
<change there Y 
A. Yes., sir. 
Q. What did you first notice! . 
A. We saw them drawing .a line and tney said it wa~ going 
to be a room. · 
Q. Who said itf · 
A .. Some of the neighbors were talking to them. 
Mr. Willcox: We object to what .some of the neighbors 
:said. 
The Court: Objection · sustained. 
:By Mr. Sacks: 
Q. Were you ialking to the .stokelys 7 
A. No, :sir. 
The Court·: If she didn't get it from the Stokelys, Rbe 
·can't testify .. 
page 21 } By Mr. Sacks: 
Q. You saw them measuring off the line? 
A. Yes., sir. . 
Q. Did you, yourself, have any. conversation with the 
Stokelysf , 
A. No, sir. · . 
Q. Mter you saw them measuring off the land there, what 
next did you see them doingf · 
A. Well, they were looking at some cinder blocks one day, 
I believe on Sunday, out in front of the house. We thought 
it was funny that they would use cinder blocks to build a 
room out of. We didn't think it was very logical. 
Q. You saw cinder blocks. Were they all brought there or 
just samples Y 
A. No, they were· just like, it seemed-
Q. Samples! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you say anything to the Stokelys then7 
A. No. 
Q. You, yourself 7 
A. No. 
2g Supreme· C'aud of A ppea:Is of Virgfoia 
Mrs. Kathe-rin.e·M. Owens. 
Q. Afte-r you saw them looking at cinde:i: blocksj'. what did 
you see them do next Y 
A .. Well, they brought in a lot of stuff one day, frames. 
, Q .. When did you and the, atbe.r neighbors. come 
page 22 ~ to see me about the matter Y 
The Court: That would be immaterial.. 
Mr. Sacks;· I am tryirrg t0·. fix the time .. 
Mr .. Willeox: We object to it. 
The Court: Objection sustained .. 
-
By Mr. Sacks: . 
Q. Did yeu object to the change theTe f 
A. Yes1 sir. . Mr. Willcox: We obJect.. 
Mr. Sacks : She had a right to object. She is one of the 
grantees there and she had a right to object to the chan~e. 
Mr. Spindle : The question is immaterial. '" 
The Court: Whether they had a right, or not, the fact 
is she objected to it. It might be immaterial whether she did,. 
or not.. · · 
Mr. Sacks: I want to show-
The Court: She is objecting now. 
Mr. Sacks: In the answer they are setting up that these 
people, the Stokelys, had built-
The Court:. You want to show that they didn't acquiesce 
in itr 
Mr. Sacks: I want to show they didn't acquiesce in it, 
and I want to show they objected from the time it started. 
~ The Court: You may show these plaintiffs gave 
page 23 } notice that they objected. . 
By Mr. Sacksr 
Q. When you came to see me about this matter, how far 
had the Stokelys gone with the building Y 
Mr. Spindle: I object to that., as to the time they came to 
their attorney. 
By the Court: · 
Q. When did you first tell Mr. or Mrs .. Stokely yo11 didn't 
think it was right for them to build Y 
A. We came down and got a lawyer. 
Q. Did you tell the Stokelys f 
A. Not me. 
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Mrs. Katherine M. Owens. 
Q. Did you ever ask any agent to tell the Stokelys 1 
A. In October. ·, · · . 
Q. When!· · 
A. In October. 
Q. Was that before or after the building had been changedf 
A. When we found out about a lot of cinder blocks. . . 
The Court: ·what your attorney did, you don't know?. 
By Mr. Sacks: 
Q. You had someone talk to the Stokelys at the time they 
" bought the cinder blocks t -
page 24 } A. Sir 7 
Q. You had someone talk to the Stokelvs at tl1e 
time they bought the cinder blocks? .. 
· A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Had the building gone up to·any extent at that time7 
A. No. It is not quite finished yet, I don't think. 
Q: You say that was some time in October? 
A. Yes. 
Q. A_fter you · went or someone went to see the Stokelys; 
tell the Court what efforts the Stokelys. made to finish the 
building! 
. Mr. Willcox: · If your Honor please, she said that some 
agent went. She has not disclosed who it was. 
By Mr. Sacks: 
· ·Q. Tell them who went T 
The Court: That is far as she can go. Whether they did, . 
or not, she doesn't know. 
Mr. Willcox: Unless she was prese~t she can't tell what 
the agent did. ' 
By Mr. Sacks: 
Q. After the agent went to see the $tokelys-
Mr. Willcox: She doesn't know wh(ltber the agent went -
to see the Stokelys, or not. Why don't yon ask her whether 
. they finished the building. . 
page 25 ~ Mr. Sacks: I wanted to show this, that when 
. they were notified they started working day and 
night. 
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.By Mr. Sacks: 
Q. What effort did they make to finish itY 
A. Sir! . 
Q. What effort did they make to finish itY 
A. They worked all the time, in the rain and all, to finish it. 
Q. You say it is not finished yetf 
A. It doesn't look like it is completed. 
Q. As the building stands now, does it conform to the other 
houses out there Y ·· 
A. No, sir. 
Q. In that section Y 
A. No. . 
Mr. Spindle: That is a matter of opinion, I believe, your 
Honor. 
The Court: What the Court is interested in is the type 
of the structure put there. The objection is sustained. 
Mr. Sacks: The restriction goes further. 
The Court: The Court has no idea whether the building 
looks like a jail or what it is. Ask her to describe 
page 26 ~ it. 
By Mr. Sacks: 
Q. What is there now·? 
A. They have put a cinder block store, and looks like a 
counter inside, and I also saw them take a motor in there like 
you put in a fountain to freeze ice cream. 
By the Court: . 
Q. What kind of windows has the other structure Y 
A. It is like store windows. 
Q. Big store windows? 
A. It has. two big windows on the side and the whole front 
is closed, the front of it, and a door. 
Q. You say there is a door on there Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Sacks: . 
Q. Is it a different door from the one on the hons€? 
A. Yes. 
The· Court: Did you take pictures of it Y 
Mr. Spindle: V/ e have pictures which will be introduced in 
evidence. 
Renry ·E. Btolre1y, et al, v. John C. Owens, et a1s. .JI 
Mrs.. Katherine M . .Owe·ns.. 
:By Mr. B_pindl~ ·: 
Q. You testified your agent told these people yon 
page 27 } -0b~cted. Who was your agent Y 
. A. Well, there was Mr .. Segal, and Mr .. Bridges., 
went and told them it was a residential section -and that they 
should not violate what we had been keeping all @f these 
years. 
Q .. Do yon know when your agent told them f 
A. When they first started building. 
Q. What time did th~y first break ground Y 
A. Some time in October, right aroun+i the first of October ... 
Q. The first of October? 
A. Around the :first of October. 
Q. What tinie was the summons, what date was the sum-
mons, served in this ease Y -
A. I don't know exactlv. 
Q. Do you know the exact date that this notice was served 
-or given to the Stokelys that the :Q.eighbors objected to this 
:addition to their home! 
A. We went over and talked to them and told them we were 
going to sue them. 
Q. What time did you go over and talk to them Y 
A.'1 In October. I don't remember the exact date. 
Q. You testified you had had no conversation with the 
'StokelysY 
A. I haven't. 
Q. You testified you went over and talked to them T 
A. No. I said the agents did. 
page 28 } Q. You don't know, yourself? 
A. No. It was somewhere-it looked larger 
than a room and we went to the neighbors and went to the 
'Building Inspector and the building permit called for a store 
and we realized it was going to be a store instead of a room. 
Q. When you first objected, or when you say your neigh-' 
bors. went over there, just how high were those foundation 
~~, . 
A. They had just started. They didn't have any windows. 
They had maybe three rows of cinder blocks up. . 
Q. That is the time you claim Mr. SegaL.went over and told 
them! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Just behind your home is what Y Describe it to the Court. 
A. It is the Norfolk & Southern Railroad~, 
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Mrs .. Kathe,rint M. Owens .. 
· Q. The railroad runs· through .your· backyard, does itf. 
A. Close to my backyard. We have got a driveway between 
my yard and that. · 
Q .. .And right behind the railroad, what is back there-!: 
A. That is in the. County, Montioello Village. 
Q. Just behind the railroad axe there. homes t 
A. Mr. Fentress' place .. 
Q .. A fuel ya~ 1 
· A. Yes, and then Monticello Village. 
page 29 } · Q. Right behind· tlle Jl'ailroad back i'S looa ted m 
big fuel ya:rcU 
A. Yes. 
Q. With storage tafflrs t 
A. Yes. 
Q. A coal and wood yard°l 
A. No; coal yard on the oiher side of' Sewells Point Road,., 
right across from the laundry. · 
Q. It is behind your property t 
A. No, the coa:I yard isn't.. _ 
Q. It is across Sewells Point. Road! 
A. Yes. Mr. Fentress is back of me, and then Monticello 
Village and homes . 
. Q. There is a house between yon and the c-ornerf 
A. Yes. . 
Q. What is across the street? · 
A. Across the street is Mr. Segal and Mrs. Segal. 
Mr~ Sacks: I am going to object to this line of questioning~ 
The sole question is whether or not this lot is in an ,area which 
is restricted in the deed. 
The Court: It is a question of whether it is a violation of 
the restrictions. 
· Mr. ·Spindle: We contend that there has been 
page. 30} no violatio~. · 
· The Witness: We went down to the City office -
about two years ago and looked at the City map. It was 
under industry then and I understand it has been rezoned .. 
By Mr. Spindle: _ 
Q. You are in a zoned area known as Industrial A, are 
you notY · 
A~ That is what they told me at the City office. 
Q. That allows any business? 
Mr. Sacks : The sole question is whether there has been a 
violation of restrictions. · 
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A. I knew it was there. 
By Mr. Spindle : 
Q. Mrs. Stokely just moved in in the early fall; -is that cor-
rect Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. She came from out of town. You haven't had anything 
to do with Mrs. Stokely, have you 1 
A. No, never spoken to her. 
Q. You don't get along so well with herY 
. . 
. A. I have got all I can do to take care of· my little g'irl and 
house. I don't have much time to run around the neighb,or-
hood. 
Q. YOU don't get along SO well f 
page 31 } A. r have· never spoken to her. We might get 
along fine. · . 
Q. You would use any means to get your neighbor out of 
the street? 
Mr. Sacks: I object to that. That is irrelevant. 
The Court: Objection sustained. 
Mr. Sacks: We call Mrs. Stokely as an adverse witness. 
. MRS. HELEN T. STOKELY, 
one of the defendants, called as an adverse · witness, having 
been first duly sworn, testified as follows : 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Sacks: 
Q. Your name is Helen T. Stokely Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
... Q. When did you buy this property? 
page 32 } A. When did I buy it T 
Q. Yes. 
A. The 26th of May, 1947. . 
Q •. You and your :Pus band bought it together f 
A. Yes. 
Q. Where are you fro;m, Washington Y 
A. That is right. 
. Q. When did you start remodelling this prope_rty? 
A. October 1st. · 
Q. O~tober 1st? 
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·Mrs. Helen T. Stokely. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you receive this blue paper on the 16th of October"! 
The Court': It speaks for itself. 
By Mr. Sacks: . 
Q. And thi§I white paper, ·notice ·of injunction, on October 
16th; you got1 it, didn't you Y 
A.·Yes .. 
Q. The Sheriff says you did. Before you got . this paper 
did any of Ute neighhors c·ontact y'ou about your remodelling 
of this· place Y • 
A. Yes, ·Mr. Segal. . . 
Q. About how long before you got this paper did he come 
to see you7 . . · 
· A. Two or three days before I re<:!eived the pa-
page. 33 ~ per. . 
Q. Was it as much as ten days or two weeks Y 
A. No. _ . 
Q. He told you he objected to your· buifding this addition 
on it, did he noU 
A. That is right. 
Q. What did you tell him Y 
A. I told him I had my permit from the City and it was 
legal to add an addition to .the house. 
Q. He also told you your deed ·restricted you from operat-
ing a business, didn't he Y 
A. Yes. . _ 
Q. And you told him you didn't care, that you were going 
to build anyhowY . . 
A. No, I didn't, because I didn't know. · 
Q. Did you tell him what type of business you were going 
to operate there? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you tell him what you were rem9deiling the build-
ing forY 
A. No. We had very .few words: 
Q. Did you ask him .was it his business to tell you what to 
dot 
A. No, I didn't. 
Q. You mean the conversation-
A. I didn't ·have any· COI!Versation with him. He 
· page 34 ~ was only at my door about two minutes. 
. .Q. What did he tell you? 
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A. He told me did I know the restrictions in the. deed was 
.. I could not add an addition to my house, and 1 told him I. had 
· :a permit and he walked away. 
Q. How many permits did you get! 
A.What! . 
Q. How many permits did you getY 
A.· One, of course. 
'Q. Did you have the 1mrmit changed! 
Mr. Spindle: I don't see that testimony' as to the permit 
· is material. The case turns on the .. restrictive covenants in 
the deed. This is· immaterial 
A. We have got but one permit. 
. 
The Court: The Court sustains the objection of counsel.· 
By Mr. Sacks: 
Q. After Mr. Segal told you that you received a notice on 
· October 16th_in which you were advised that they were going 
' 1;o ask for an injunction against you to keep you from erect-
ing a building to be used for commercial purposes in viola-
. iion of the restrictio~sr They told you that! . 
Mr. Willcox: The notice speaks for itself. 
· })age 35 } By Mr. Sacks: 
Q. Did you complete the construction · then T 
A. No. . 
Q. You continued- . 
A. We :finished our side of it. · I was not going to leave ·the 
-cinder blocks up · there · showing. 
Q. When did you :finish the building f 
A. It isn't finished. 
Q. It isn't finished yet 7 You were working on it steadily, 
· were youT 
A. No. 
Q. You worked some at night, did you? 
.A. No. 
Q. How many rooms did you put up Y 
A. Two. 
Q. And those two rooms you bad not :finished in over two 
= months? · 
A. That is right. 
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Q. Why.: didn-~t you stop when you got this noticeY 
A. Because there was nobody to stop me-, just m warrant 
ierved on me. I haven't got any-papers to stop me. 
Q. How did you remodel that building i 
A. My building is made of cinder blocks· and plaster. 
Q. It is a sto~·eroom, isn't it¥ It has store windows: in it,, 
· . basir't it Y 
page 36 ~ A. No, not casement windows like you use in any 
building, any public house.. · 
Q. ·What are you going to use the place fo:r·t 
,._ :M:r. Spindle: We object to any evidence as to the use to 
which this property will be put, on this basis-
The Couri : I thin~ we can cut down some of this testimony __ 
The Court may be in error. If you are relying on the opera-
tio~ of a busine&s, this suit- is prematu:rely brought.. If you 
are relying on structural violations, then the Court wants 
evidence as to what kind of construction it is. vVe can't say 
anything about any business to be operated there until it is 
operated. 
Mr. Sacks: I have brought it on both grounds. If we can 
show she is building. a store· and is going to operate a busi-
ness, we can stop her before she operates it. I am prepared 
.to show that they built.a ·store to operate a business there. 
The Court: I might build a house in abs·olute conformity 
with my restrictions and not violate any of them, and r can't 
be enjoined until I use it as a business. 
page 37 r Mr. Sacks: If she builds it with the intention 
· of using it for business purposest 
The Court: Even though she says she is going to use i.t 
for business purposes and in fact she doesn >t and there is. no 
structural violation, you can't enjoin her. 
Mr. Sacks: We don't have to wait until it' happens. That 
is what an injunction is for. You don't get a peace warrant 
out for somebody after they have beaten you up. We are 
relying on the change of the building and use for-
The Court: Suppose · a man came in here with the whole 
structure changed and had said over the neighborhood, '' I 
am going to ·open up a business'', could you come in here and 
enjoin them before they did Y 
Mr. Sacks: Yes, if we can show it. We don't have to wait 
until it" is done. An injunction is to prevent one from doing 
what he should not do. That is what an injunction is for, 
to stop them. In other words, if we had known a week be-
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fore they started work on this building they w:ere going to 
remodel it, we could have gotten an injunction then, how-
ever she may have changed her mind. They come 
page 38 ~ in and say they are going to open up a business, 
and our purpose is to close her up. 
The Court: You may examine her as to the structural 
changes and any violation of the covenants, but not what 
she · might do. . 
Mr. Sacks: I want to save the point. 
By Mr. Sacks: 
Q. What type of building is there? 
A. I have told you once it is made of cinder block and 
plaster. 
Q. Is that of the same material the other residences are 
built of? 
A. It is better. . 
Q. But is it the same type of stuff? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Yes. 
A. The frames and the rest of the house. 
Q. It isY 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you got a picture here showing· iU 
A. Yes. 
Q. These are the type of houses, are they (indicating on 
photographs)Y · 
A. Yes, asbestos shingles, and it looks the same .. 
. Q. This is what you added to it? 
page 39 ~ A. That is right. 
Q. What is this, what kind of room is that, a 
bedroom! 
A. No. That is my utility room. 
Q. What do you mean by utility room Y 
A. Laundry tub and my hot water heater. 
Q. Do you have a motor there! 
A. I don't. 
Q. Do you have counters there? 
A. No. 
Q. No counters. in there now? You know what a· counter 
is, don't you? Do you want to tell the Court there are no-
A. In the front room, yes. I thought you were talking 
about the back room. 
Q. I am putting my finger here (indicating). What kind 
of room is this, and what did you build it for? 
I • ~ 
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Mr. Spindle: That is the very thing the Court has ruled 
on. 
A. That is not the question. · 
Mr. Spindle: The Court has ruled on that, Mr. Sacks, I 
believe. 
A. What I am going to use it for-I don't know what is 
going to happen ten years from now or twenty. 
By Mr. Sacks: 
Q .. Why did you build this (indicating)? 
page 40 ~ · The Court: You don't have to answer the ques-
tion. 
By Mr. Sacks: 
Q. Wbat is this T 
A. It is a room. Can't you see T • 
Q. Let the Judge see it. 
A. Yes, let the Judge see it. 
Mr. Willcox: What do you mean by what kind of room it 
is, the size of it t 
Mr. Sacks: You know what I mean. I don't want to dis-
close it. I want her to answer it. 
By the Court: 
Q. Is this Sewells Point Road here? 
A. Yes .. 
Q. You ·own to the corner T 
A. Yes. 
Q. Your house faces on the other street Y 
A. Yes. 
By Mr. Sacks : 
Q. And this is a view of the f ronU 
A. -yes. 
Q. That is the addition, this white portion T 
A. That is right. · 
Q. Will you tell the Court why you built this Y 
page 41 ~ Mr. Willcox: The Court said she didn't have to 
answer that. In order to keep the record-straight, 
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tean we introduce the photographs in evidence now and let 
-:the reporter mark theml . 
Mr. Sacks: Yes. • 
(The photagraphs were marked ''Exhibit A, B, C, D, E and 
_F.".) 
The Court·: Mr. Sacks, does your bill ask the Court tQ grant 
.a mandatory injunction! 
Mr. Sacks: Yes, sir. 
]3y Mr. Sacks: 
Q. Will you state now what that change repres·ents Y 
Mr. Willcox: That calls for a conclusion or an opinion. It 
'Seems to me, if I may suggest to my friend, to describe the 
:size of the place and the nature of the material is sufficient. 
The Court : Mr. Sacks, you a~ relying on a covenant and 
·restrictions in your deed that the land conveyed cannot be 
used for business purposes? . 
Mr. Sacks: Must be used for residences. 
. Mr. Spindle: I might clarify the issue if I read 
page 42 } this restriction. The clause that is relied on is 
this: 
'' A. Except for the lots of ground herein before reserved 
for apartments, all other lots shall be known as residential 
lots, and no structure shall be erected, altered, placed or per-
mitted to remain on any residential lot other than a detached 
·single family dwelling not to exceed two and one-half · stories 
in height, and appurtenant outbuildings, including a private 
g·arage for not more than two cars. . 
B. No building shall be erected, placed, altered or per-
mitted to remain on any lot, whether designed for residen-
tial or apartment use, until the building plan therefor, ap-
proved in writing as to conformity and harmony of external 
design with existing structures on the entire tract of land, 
and as ·to location with respect to set-back lines, by a Com-
mittee compo~ed .of Ben Cohen, Harry J. Goodwin and Jacob 
Kartman, or by a representative designated in writing by a 
majority of the members of said Committee.'' 
Mr. Sacks: I think I have a right to show by this· adverse 
witness here that she put it up there and ·to show knowledge 
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of violation of this. restriction because I am asking for re. 
mandatory injunction to restore, the place to the· condition it 
was in before. • 
The Court: If she put a four-story building up there and 
used it for an apartment, I tbirrk it. would be a violation un-
less the other ow·ners had acquiesced. I don't think it is a 
question of whfJ,t -use she mig·ht make of it, but the physical 
lines of the adaition .. In what respect does it violate the re-
. strict.ions f 
page 43 ~ Mr. Sacks: It is not in conformity with the other-
houses, and the restriction is for a single build-
ing· and you can't add to that. If you do you change the ap-
pearance of the house. The idea was to have all houses of' 
the same type. It is in the restrictions. Anybody can look 
at that and see it doesn't conform. 
The Court: You mean the particular house is o~e story,-
and if they wanted more room they could ·not raise ,the roof 
and make it two stories¥ 
Mr. Sacks : It gives them two and a half stories. Under 
the .restrictions they have a right to two and a half stories. 
The Witness: 'J:here is houses in that neighborhood that 
have got garages just like that.. · . 
Mr. Sacks: My contention is this, that ·she cannot run a 
business in the place, in that particular place. I have a right · 
to show that she has expressed herself as going to run a busi-
ness. and she has put up something· here which shows on its 
face that it is going to be used more for business than a 
residence. We can live in a store,. but if we put 
page 44 ~ up a store it is conclusive we are going to operate 
it as such. I think I have a right to ask her, in 
view of the nature of the construction of the room there, what 
she put it up there for. . 
The Court : You ought to dispose of the structural change 
first, the violation first. 
Mr. Sacks: Under A, it says:-
'' Except for the lots of ground hereinbef ore rHserved for 
apartments, all other lots shall be known as residential lots, 
and no structure shall be erected, altered, placed or permitted 
to .remain on any residential lot other than a detached single 
family dwelling not to exceed two . and one-half stories in 
height, and appurtenant outbuilding·s, including a private ga-
rage·for not more than two cars." 
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The Court: That shows definitely they don't want two 
h_ouses on one lot. It doesn't say anything about changing 
· the line or making it wider. The purpose of that A is not to 
permit two houses on one lot. . · 
Mr. Sacks: · B, ''No building shall be erected, placed, al-
tered or permitted to remain on any lot, whether designed 
for residential or apartment use, until the building plan 
therefor, approved in writ~ng as to conformity and harmony 
of external design with ·existing structures on the entire tract· 
of land, and as to location with respect to set-back lines, by a 
Committee composed of Ben Cohen, Harry J. Goodwin and 
Jacob Kartman, or by a representative designated in writing 
by a majority of the members of 'said Committee.'' 
page 45 t The Court:. Ask her whether she submitted the 
plan to the Committee mentioned. 
Mr. Sacks: Our view is this, that the land was laid off for 
a residential section and all houses have to be similar or 
uniform in appearanc~. They can be two and a half stor_ies 
high but the general appearance should be uniform. l have 
a right to show what she is going to use it for, and the nature 
of the building, whatever the change shows. 
The Court: Under A in this restriction there- is no doubt , 
as to the erection of more than one on oI,le single lot. Tlia t 
is clear. Of course, the restriction by the company requires 
plans to be submitted to a Committee, and that is a matter 
between the company and the builder and, of course, the 
neig·hbors would have nothing to do with that. · 
Mr. Sacks: It is a question of law. I think they have prac-
tically sold off everything out there now. 
The Court: The question is whether this clause A has been 
violated. The pictures shown would not indicate to the Court 
there has been a violation. The Court may have 
page 46 ~ erred in saying you could not show what she really 
expected to use it for. . 
Mr. Sacks: My contention is this, that we have a right to 
enjoin anybody who is going to use their premises for busi-
ness purposes. 
The Court: The Court might enjoin her from using it for 
business purposes, if she does. I will be glad to hear from 
the other side on that proposition. 
Mr. Sacks: I want to ask her one or two questions on that 
line. 
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The Court: It is far more attractive than a coaf yard. The 
Court is going to bold it is not a violation. 
By Mr. Sacks: 
Q. Have you g·ot a counter in there l 
A. No. It is not finished. 
Q. Have you got a counter in there Y 
A. It is not finished. 
Q. What is iU 
A. There is some material in there. 
Q. What are you going to build out of itt 
A. I don't know. 
Q. You don't know 1 
A. No, I don't know. 
page 47 ~ Q. You want to tell the Court you have got ma-
terial there and you don't know what y-0u are go-
ing to do with it; is that rig·hU 
A. I sure don't until this case is over. 
Q. What did you buy it for? 
A. I don't think it is necessary to tf.lll what. 
Q. What did you buy it for in the beginning? 
A. That is a positive question. 
Q. You don't want to ~tate what it is fort 
A. No, I am ·not going· to .tell. 
Q. You are not going to tell whether it is a counter? 
A. No, I am not going to tell. 
MEYER SEGAL, 
called as a witness on behalf of the complainants, having been 
first duly sworn, testified as follows : 
By Mr. Sacks: 
Q. State your name. 
A. Meyer Segal. . 
Q. Did your wife buy a lot from Collins in the 
page 48 ~ Suburban Park section? · 
A. That is correct. 
Q. Is this the deed to the lot (banding paper to witness) t 
A. That is correct. 
(The paper was marked "Exhibit 2".) 
By Mr. Sacks: . 
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.A. Right next door. It adjoins. 
Q. Adjoins your place T 
A. That is right. 
Q. You live on Virginian Drive f 
A. 7553. 
Q. Is Virginian Drive a residential section T 
-', A. Yes, ·sir, residential 
Q. How about down the streets, intersecting streets·; are 
they the same way? 
A. All residential. When we boug·ht there it was residen-
tial and we bought with the understanding it was residen-
tial. 
Q. When did the Stokelys move inf 
A. If my memory serves me correct, the house was vacant 
just about all of September. and they come there around the 
first of October because we had trouble with the grass and 
mosquitoes and we called the City and they came down and 
·cut it. -
Q. When did they move int 
-page 49} A. Around the first of October. 
Q. When did you first notice they were g~ing to 
make any change to the property? 
· A. I had noticed them working inside of the hous·e for som~ 
time during the month of September, but they didn't live 
there. I had spoke to, I imagine, their son, that fellow· there 
{indicating). I don't know whether it is Mr. Stokely's son, 
-or not, but there is the gentleman right t~ere. 
Mr. Willcox: We object to what he said to him, your Honor .. 
The Court: Objection sustained. 
'By Mr. Sacks: 
Q. Do you know who that man is? 
Mr. Willcox: He said he didn't. 
A. I have an idea it is Mr. Stokely's son. 
By Mr. Sacks: 
Q. Leave llim out. 
A. Along about the first of September, probably about the 
"3rd or 4th, I noticed a man tearing down the porch. I went 
over there and introduced myself to him and he introduced 
. bimself-to me as ::.M:r. Stokely. I asked him what he had in 
mind doing and he said he was going to build an additional 
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room, and I spok~ to him a few minutes and left .. Four or five 
days later I noticed some stakes being driven with 
page 50 } some strings tied on them, and I spoke to him and: 
said, ''Mr. Stokely,. that is a mighty big room you 
,are building," and he said, "Well, we need.a little room, little· 
more room.',. I went back to the house. I mentioned the 
fact to my wife that it looked like a mighty large-room. 
Q. Don't teU what you said to your wife. 
A. A couple ·of days later, on Sunday, I happened to pass 
the· place and.I found three piec~s of cinder blocks setting· on 
the· sidewalk and a gentleman talking to Mr. Stokely abo1:!.t. 
the blocks. I came back. I can't tell what I said to my wifet· / 
Q. No. 
A .. Allyhow, in my mind I made up that he wasn't going· 
to build a room there with cinder blocks that large.. · · 
Mr. vVillcox.: We object to the impression it may have 
made on him. 
The Court: Objection sustained. 
A~ (Continuing) I went dow;rr the ne,xt day, which was 
Monday, to the Building Inspector's office. I asked to see 
the building permit for Mr. Stokely and he showed me the 
permit showing it was to be changed from the residence to 
cinder block-
Mr. Spindle: That has been ruled on. · 
The Court: .You may say what conversation you had with. 
Mr. Stokely. 
page 51 ~ By Mr. Sacks:-
Q. That attracted your attention as to their 
making the change? 
A. I can tell what ·I saw. I went to Mr. Sacks and dis-
cussed the case with him and he asked me if I had spoken to 
Stokely. 
Mr. Willcox: We object to any conversation he had with 
Mr. Sacks. 
By Mr. Sacks: 
Q. ·Tell what you said to Mr. Stokely. 
A. I went to Mr. Stokely's house. Mrs. Stokely answered 
the door. I told her I would like to speak to her husband. 
She left the door and went in the other room and called him 
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and he came out. i said, ''Mr. Stokely, the neig·hbors around 
h~re are objecting to your building a store.'' He began talk-
ing to me and said, ''We know it is against the deed, etc., 
but maybe we can arrange something about it,'' and in th'e 
meantime she come up and said, ''We are not going to do any-
thing. We are going to build a .store here and operate a 
store here and nothing you can do will stop us." I said, "I 
didn't come here to · argue with you or fight.'' Mr. Stokely 
said, "That is right. The gentleman is talking nice." She 
said, "You get off my porch. I don't c~re what you do, we 
are going to operate a business here.'' I left. · 
page 52 } Q. "\Vhen you :first told them you were objecting 
to their operating· a store, how far had they gotten 
with the construction of this new part of the buildingY 
A. Had around three rows of cinder block . 
. Q. You said at first Mr. Stokely said.he was going to en-
large his living quarters Y 
A. He said he was going to make an addition to the house 
of a room. 
Q. What have they got in the place now so far as fixtures 
are concerned Y 
A. What? . 
Q. Store fixtures; have they put any :fixtures in iU 
A. I haven't been inside the store yet but you can definitely 
see a counter out through the plate glass. There is a r:oom 
a~ross there. If I can get the picture to you, here is the store 
front, here is the door, arid there is a plate glass in here all 
C the way over this, and there is another door this way and the 
counter runs across here (indicating). 
By the Court: · 
Q. Is the floor level the ~ame as the main building or lower Y 
A. I don't understand vou. . 
Q. 1s the level of the floor in the new part the same as in 
the old building? 
page 53 } A. I don't think so, your Honor. 
Mr. Sacks: The picture shows it is not. 
The Witness : It must b_e lower. 
By the Court: 
Q. Can you see it by the picture? 
A. It must be lower. 
Mr. Sacks: . I was going to make a motion, your Honor, 
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if you get a chance, on your way home to go by and see it. 
The Witness : The floor is on the ground. . 
By Mr. Sacks: 
Q. This is the part that fronts on the Sewells Point side1 
A. Yes. 
Q. Besides the counter that you saw, did you see any other 
apparatus that would be used in a store instead of a resi-
dence? 
A.. I saw the power company, and naturally I talked to-
they put a 220 power line in there . 
. Q. 220 power line f 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Is that a power line used in residences or stores Y 
A. Used in business. It is not in residences. 
Q. Did you notice any motors Y 
page 54 ~ A. No, sir, I didn't see any motors·myself .. 
Q. You say Mr. and Mrs. Stokely told yon they 
w~re going to operate a store there! 
A. Correct. Mr. Stokelv told me so also. 
Q. Then you and the other people brought this suit T 
A. Yes. 
·Q. Are you objecting to the operation of a store in that 
section there Y · · 
A. Absolutely, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
0 
By Mr. Spindle: ~ 
Q. Mr. Segal,. you said you went down to the Building In-
spector's office and came around and had a conversation on 
the front porch :with the Stokelys. Can you fix that date? 
A. No., I didn't ·say -that. I said I went from the Building 
Inspector's office, from there to Mr. Sack's office. 
Q. After this occurred you say you did go to the front 
door of the residence and had the conversation which you just 
recited Y · 
· A. Yes. 
Q. Can you fix the date of iU . 
A. No, I can't. To be trni:hful, I don't remember. 
Q. The recorµ shows the summons was served on 
page 55 } the 16th of October, Thursday! 
· · A. I don't remember that- date. 
· Q. If you will recall, didn't you go to !See tl1e J~tokelys on 
( 
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Mondayl Yim:r oostimony was y.ou called on tbem on Mon .. 
d~Y . 
A. No. I think, if you will read the record back, I didn.'t 
:say I called on them .on lvfondav... I said I went ta the Bnild .. 
ing Inspector '.s office -0n Monday .. 
. Q. You went to the Stokelys after yon w.ent to the Build-
mg Inspector's office f 
A. Yes, within a couple of days. 
Q. The calendar will show Monday ·was the 1'8th and the 
:summons was served on the 16th, 1rhursday.. · You went there 
some time during that week, did you not? 
A. I don't remember the date. . I went to the residence 
:after I had gone to the Building Inspector's office and Mr. 
:sacks' office. . 
Q. If that was .after Monday it was bound to have been 
some time between the 13th and 16th; is that right? 
A. I don't remember the date. I can't tell you the date, 
·no, I can't. I told yon -that. 
Q. It was two or three days after the summons was served, 
·was itf 
A. I don't remember. I went there after I had gone to 
the Building Inspector's office and Mr. Sacks'· of-
.Page 56 ~ :flee. I don't remember the date. 
Q .. At the time you had this conversation with -
the Stokelys, how high was that building, how high were the 
·fpundation walls, the external line T 
A. Had around tbree layers of cinder block going up and , 
:an opening where the door is on the front and an opening on 
=the other side where the side door is. 
Q. About three rows? 
A. That is right. 
Q. You knew the man who owned this property ·before, 
,didn't you, Mr. Grisson 1 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. Yon had a conversation with them t 
A. Since we lived next to each othe.r., they have been in. 
my house and I have been in theirs. · 
Q. You got along all right with them? 
A. Yes. Q. You didn't get along so well with the Stokelys, did yout 
A. I never- · 
Mr. Sacks: I objeet to that. 
The Court: Objection sustained. 
Mr. Spindle: That is all 
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. one of the complainants,. having been first duly 
sworn, testified as follows : · 
By Mr. SRcks·: 
Q .. You are tla.e ow»e1.1· of this Iot conveyed by _this . d'ced 
which is introduced in- evidence as '' Exhibit 31" 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did. you talk to M:r. and Mrs .. Sto}tely-t 
A.N~ , 
Q. Have you seen this building being put up from time to 
timeY 
A. Yes-,. sir.. . 
Q. How much of the building was put up when your hus-
band· went over to see-the Stokelysf 
A. Just a verv little bit because tbev didn't work in the: 
rain until after we had been to them·.. .. 
Q. After your husband had been to them, how did tl1ey 
work on t1ie building thenf . 
A. They worked at nig-ht because I am rig·ht next door and 
heard them sawing boards and saw them out there working in 
the rain, day and night, at the same time. · 
Q. Have you seen them install any fixtures in there? 
, A. Yes, I saw a counter in there and saw them 'bring in a 
'big m9tor· about this high, looked like a compressor. What. 
it was, I don't know, but a very la.rge motor. 
· Q .. Are you objecting to the operation of a busi-
page 58 ~ ness in that section t 
.A. Yes. 
Mr. Sacks: That is all 
Mr .. Spindle.: No questions. 
, C. B. BRIDGES, 
called as a witness on behalf of the complainants, I1aving heen 
first duly sworn, testified as follows : 
By Mr. Sacks: · · 
Q. Mr. Bridges, where do you livef 
.A.. 7550 Yorktown Drive. 
Q. Is that in the Suburban Park section f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is that in the section that has been restricted to resi-: 
dencesY 
A. Yes, sir .. 
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·C. B. Bridges. 
Q. Are you familiar with the building now occupied by the , 
Stokelys? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. At the eorner of Virginian Drive and Sewells 
page 59 ~ Point Road 1 . · 
A. Yes, sir. I live two doors from their house 
where the construction is going on. 
Q. Did ·you gqt to Mr. Stokely and talk to him about mak-
ing· the change in this building? · 
A. When he first started to put up-I saw the porch tore 
down and I thought probably he had an idea as I had, to tear 
the porch out and put a cement f~mndation under it becam;e 
the porches are not GO substantial, and afterwards-I didn't 
pay any attention to that, but afterwards I come home from 
work and I saw where he had put -stakes out ·and he had dug 
a trench about this wide and that deep (indicating). 
Q. When you say "About this wide" call the number of 
inches. 
A. Approximately ten or twelve inches wide. 
Q. How deep? 
A. Approximately abqut twelve or fourteen inches deep on 
the gTound. They measured it off and was digging around 
and started pouring cement around there. I was in my work 
clothes coming from the job, the shipyard, and I asked-be 
probably didn't know wl10 I was. I asked him, ''What are 
you thinking about building here now?" and the gentleman 
told me, said, "We are going to put in a power house and 
maybe a garage." I said, ''Well, I was just kind of curious 
because .I live across the -street." I said,. "This is restricted, 
. a restricted area, and you can't pu:t up any stores 
· page 60 ~ here,'' and he said, ''\¥ell, maybe we will in some 
years to come from now, but not now.'' 
Q. All right. When you talked to him at that time, yon 
say that he had just commenced pouring cement for the ex-
cavation there? 
A. He hadn't got the cement then, but had. a round hole 
in the ground. · 
Q. Have- you seen the building recently? 
· A. Yes. I have seen them working on there. I wns work-
ing· at night at the shipyard and I liave seen he bad lights 
hanging up working at night, late at night. They were work .... 
ing at nip:ht. with lights Rtrnng over there., 
Q. And that was after you bad told him the place was re-
stricted against business Y 
A. Yes. 
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Q. Have you seen the place recently? 
A. Yes, I see it every day. 
Q. Have you seen what fixtures were in the placef 
A. I see.--they have quite- a big store window, as wide., 
approximately, as from the end of the rail here over to hPre, 
a big one in front and approximately six feet from the ground, 
and it looks like it has got a cement floor on the ground, and· 
looks like he had a counter on one side, and doors. He has 
a door over here and a big window, but hasn't had 
page 61 ~ anything painted on it. It has got big doors, but 
no letters on it, on Sewells Point Road. 
Q. Has that property a different number from the number 
on the house Y 
- A. Yes. 
Q. So -they added another building number on the lot? 
A. I am not familiar with that. · 
· Q. What did you say about the numbers! 
A. It has-letters, such and such a number, on Sewells Point 
Road. Each house sets on Virginian Drive. 
Q. Do you object to business being conducted in that place! 
A. I absolutely do becam;e I bought it for a home and they · 
told me that within twenty years there could be nothing but 
a residential section there. 
Mr. Spindle: I object to what somebody fold him. It is 
in the deed. 
The Witness: Yes, I have. my deed and they told me when 
I bought my home. . 
· Mr. Spindle: What they told you when you bought your 
home is not admissible. 
The Witness: My home is paid for. 
The Court: I sustain the objection. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
page 62 ~ By .Mr. Spindle: 
Q. Can you fix the . date that yon told the 
Stokelys that this was a restricted area Y 
A. No. It has been quite awhile ago. It has been npprox_i-
mately a·month and a half or two months ap:o when they first 
started it there, when I saw them tearing the porch down. 
Q. At the time. of thiR conversation you told Mr. Stokely-
A. I assumed it was Mr. Stokely. 
Q. The gentleman on. the premises? 
A. Yes. 
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.C. B.. B.ri~ges. 
Q. We will 'assume it. w:as Mr .. Stokely.. Y.ou told him this 
was a r-estricted ·area Y 
A. I certainly did. 
Q. ·That is all you .told h'im? 
A. I said,·' 'I .object .and will obj·ect if there is any business 
-put up here . because it will decrease the value of our prop-
certy."' 
Q. :Y" ou can't fix the date of that conversation, can you 1 
A. I don't. recall the date, sir,'beeause I was going from 
work and I stopped there. I assumed that Mr .. Stokely. knew 
who I was. ·. 
Q. What did Mr. Stokely say to youf · 
A. He told me he was going to put an· addition 
-page 63 } to his hous-e. 
Q. Didn't he say he might use it for ~a store 
-twenty years from now?. 
A. Sir! 
Q. Did he say he might use it for a store twenty years from 
_ :nowY 
A. Tho'S'e are the words l1e said. · He said, '' In years to 
·come." 
Q. He might use it for .a store in years to come Y 
A. Yes, but not at present. ~ 
J3y Mr. Sacks: 
Q. I believe you testified that when he told you that he had 
not poured the conc:r;-ete in the excavation Y 
A. No~ he didn't have anything except a little hole in the 
ground. 
Mr. Sacks : That is all. 
Mr. Willcox: Mr. Sacks, may I ask you a question T 
Mr. Sacks : Yes. 
Mr. Willcox: Would you mind telling us· which of the 
·covenants you are depending upon? 
Mr. Sacks: All of them. The evidence bas disclosed it is 
a separate building on the same lot and he put a1;1~ 
page 64 } other ~umber on it. · 
. ]\fr. Willcox : I have no right to (!}Uestion you 
without your consent. The object of the question is to 
shorten it. The bill onlv refers to two restrictions. Yon mean 
you are relying on those two only T 
Mr. Sacks: There are two, and the testimony given shows 
they have put an additional number on the house. . 
Mr. Willcox: , You are relying on the bill, on those two f 
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Mr. Sacks: Can I put the other in,i too, amending the bill f 
Mr. Willcox : No .. 
The Caurt: I don't think putting another number on the: 
house is materiaL 
Mr. Willcox: Mr. Sacks, we; have here a letter to the. Com-· 
mittee and the plans whfoh accompanied same and the ap-
proval of the Committee~ May we put this in without having· 
to call witnesses to prove it Y That will eliminate· B. 
We want to mo=\""e to strike all the· evidence a:s to the· use or 
intended use of the· property from each of the wit-
page 65 ~ nesses upon the· ground that it is irrelevant and 
immaterial to the issues: involved, a:rid the plead-
ingsr . 
The Court: I understand you are asking that they be en-
joined from ·usef --
Mr. Sacks: Yes, sir. _ 
The Court:- Let the record show an exception to the Court's 
~fu~ . . 
Mr. Sacks: As to these letters, I a:gree that they will go, 
in without ca:lling witnesses to prove them. 
Mr. Spindle: Let me snow the· C'ourt what they are and ,ve 
will discuss their admissibility ... 
Mr. S"acks: It is a letter from Mr. Baecher to the· Com-
mittee and reply of the Committee. · 
Mr. Spindle: The letter which he has agreed may be put 
in without having witnesses to testify to it is letter from Mr .. 
Baecher as Attornev for the Stoke]vs. It recites the restric-
tions in the deed and re.cites covenant B whfoh is only about 
permission. It says : 
"Pursuant to the declaration of restrictions contained in 
the deed of Housing Engineering- Corporation, et 
page 66 ~ als., dated December 6, 1941, recorded in Deed 
Book 373D at page 140, and Paragraph '' B'' of 
the original restrictions contained in Declaration of Restric-
tions between the Housing Engineering Corporation and 
Suburban Park Apartment Corporation, etc., dated January 
21, 1941, and recorded in ·Deed Book 366A at page 531 of the 
Clerk"s office of the Corporation Court of the City of Norfolk., 
Virginia, application is made of you on behalf of Henry E. 
Stokely and,,Helen T. Stokely, the present owners of Lot 110, 
on which is situate the building 7555 Virginian Drive, for the 
construction of the addition to their premises as _is shown on 
. the enclosed sketch showing the front elevation from Vir-
ginian Drive, the side elevation from Sewells Point Road, 
and the interior change and addition. The addition is shown 
in hash marks and is approximately twenty~four by sixteen 
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feet and ·is located thirty-one feet from the curb line. <>f 
Sewells Point Road. · 
Pursuant to the above restrictions, on behalf of the present 
owners, I am submitting· the plans to you for your approval 
or disappro~al.'' 
Mr. Sacks: ·what i's the date of the letter? 
Mr. Spindle: October 21st. 
page 67 }- The Court: Do you object to entering into a 
stipulation that the company did give permission? 
Mr. Sacks: Yes, sir, because my information is t~e original 
owners of Suburban Park liad sold out aud have no interest 
in the property. I think the letter explains itself, the letter 
from Ben Cohen. I will agree it is :Mr. Baecher's signature,. 
that he will say it is his signature. · 
The Court: If counsel objects to the introduction, you will 
have to prove it in the proper way. 
Mr. Sacks: I will agree that Mr. Baecher wrote this letter 
and will agree that Mr. Baecher will say that is Mr. Cohen's 
signature. · 
The· Court: But you don't agree that they had any au-
thority to give .permission Y 
Mr. Sacks : No. I understand thev have sold out. 
The Court: Isn't there a provision in the · deed that it can 
only be enforced by the agent? · 
Mr. Sacks: I say they could not do it and change the de-
velopment. 
page 68 r The Court: They could waive iU 
Mr. Sacks: "\Ve could, yes, sir. 
The Court: You mean the company can? 
. Mr. Sacks: Here is what it says in the deed about the re-
strictions-
.Mr. Spindle: It is covenant B he is referring· to. It clearly 
applies, as we read it, to permission from the Engineering 
Housing Corporation. 
The Court: They were selling lots primarily for profit 
reserving the right to· say what type of structure would be 
put on there. Ir they wanted to waive that, isn't it a matter. 
between the purchaser and the company 1 
Mr. Sacks: I don't think they can sell lots to various peo-
ple for certain purposes and then waive it. Suppose they let 
people build stores there and factories ther~. after they had 
sold them lots Y 
Mr. Spindle: Covenant B refers to Coven~mt A. 
The Court: . The Court will rule it is immaterial whether 
they gave right to do it, or not, as far as this litigation is con-
cerned. · 
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page 69 ~ Mr. Spindle: This case rests solely ·on Cove-
nant AY 
The Court: Yes. 
Mr. Spindle: Our position is that Covenant A, as you can 
see, applies only to the structure. That is very clearlv shown 
upon reading Covenant E, ·which reads: · .. 
''No noxious or offensive trade or activity sha.11 be carried 
on upon any lot ( residental or apartment), nor shall any-
thing be done thereon which may be or become. an annoyance 
or nuisance to the neighborhood.'' · 
I 
We have to read Covenant A with Covenant E. Covenant 
A says: 
"Except for the lots of ground hereinbefore i·eserved for 
apartments, all other lots shall be known as residential lots, 
and no structure shall be erected, altered, placed or per-
mitted to remain on anv residential lot other than a detached 
single family dwelling.;, 
There· is no conflict here about that. It restricts it to tl1ose. 
A says no structure except dwelling .. E says 110 trade if it is 
noxious or offensive. In other words, a trade is all rigbt 
as long as it is not offensive or noxious or a 
page 70 ~ nuisance, but you cannot have a structure on the 
premises except a dwelling house. I think clearly 
that shows the intent of the grantor and grantees, the Hous-
ing Engineering Corporation. E provides what. type of use 
it can be put to and A has to do with the structure. He is 
relying on A, and A clearly shows the type of structure, and 
the pictures already in evidence clearly show what type of 
structure it is. Covenant A allows them to put a garage in. 
They have the same type of structure that could be used for a 
garage. It has shrubs around it, a white stucco ,.building,. and 
it looks nice. 
The Court : What is your reply as to E, Mr. Sacks Y 
Mr. Sacks: If your Honor will drive by there you will get 
a picture of what is on it. · 
The Court: It is ideally built for them to sell hot dogs, 
Coco-Cola, or anything else that is generally handled in small 
places. It has a g-round level and two doors .. and they could 
put a canopy up.there and sell cigars, groceries and anything 
else. There is no que~tion about that. It could be used as a 
storeroom if they RO desired. I will go around and 
page 71 ~ look at it, but I don't see any use in doing it. 
· Can you reply to Mr. Spindle's argument as to 
what application E has to A 7 
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Mr. Sacks: We start off with .evidenoe showing the inten-
-tion of the seller which has not been denied, that it would 
·he used as a resiclentiai section. It says, '' Except for the 
lots of ground hereinoefore reserved for apartments, all other 
lots shall be known as . residential lots, and no structure shall 
be erected, altered, placed or permitted to remain on any 
residential lot other than a detached single family dwelling.'' 
The Court: Direct vour -attention to E. .. 
Mr . .S-acks: If you have a r~sidence vou may have some-
thing in it that is a nuisance. E reads: .. 
''No noxious or offensive trade or activitv shall be carried 
-c>n upon any lot ( residential or apartment), nor shall any--
thing be done thereon which may be or become an annovance 
-or· nuisance to the neighborhood.'' ~ 
The Court : As to the word ''Trade,'' do you think it would 
· be applicable to gambling or anything like that 7 
page 72 } Mr. Sacks: No, sir, anything legal. It starts 
off by saying you can have only one residence on a 
:single lot. That doesn't change it. · . 
The Court: What is the meaning of clause E, ·, 
Mr. Spindle: It says trade. · I don't see how you can get 
any other meaning from it. . 
Mr. Sacks: It doesn't say they can carry on trade. It 
may mean that if the parties are willing to permit them to 
operate a business there, but they can't operate a noxious- or 
offensive trade. Suppose they used all the residence there 
:and they let them run a tearoom and they agreed to it, that may 
not be an offensive or noxious trade, but you can't say it is 
a residence if they put trade 1n there. Your Honor is familiar 
with the boarding· house case in which there was no change 
made in the residence as a i;;tructure except it was being used 
11s a boarding house. The Court held it was business. 
Mr. Spindle: There is a difference in that case and this. 
There was a covenant wl1ich read that the property 
pag·e 73 } should not be m;ed exc~pt for residential purposes~ 
They bad the word ''Purposes'' in it. . 
Mr. Sacks: As far as the structure of the house is con-
cerned, my contention is that it is a building that is out of 
lrneping with the rest of the buildings, and the intention. of 
the parties is to have uniform buildings. As to consent from 
the Committee, the burden is on them to prove that the Com-
mittee has authority to grant permission. 
Mr. Spindle: I understood the Court had ruled on Cove-
nant B. 
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Mr. Sacks: Unless it is shown they had authority to_give 
consent,. it would not be binding.. ' 
- The Court: From the testimony· already in., the Court 
would rule, if there is no other evidence, that the.I:e..has been 
no v~enant A. The neighbors may not like that 
flat roof, but it iss'fi'tt--within the meaning of the definition of 
what they could or could not put there~ The Court does 
think from tneevidence aireaay in that if' they 'pxopose to 
oper.a.te a b]Js.i:Q&.Ss, and Mr. Spindle has pointed 
page 74 ~ out very effectively that the deed uses the word 
· ''T~' in E., but if you read the entire clause E 
you will note usays, "Which may bear became au auuoyal]~e 
or ~s-a;ia.c.e_ to the-n~bm:l:JQQd '' The Court believes in a 
residential section, people operating a commercial businessr 
it would be a nuisance to the people that have come here an·d 
sought this injunction. The Court's disposition is to r.l.isroiss 
ihe bill as to the ~re and enjoiY .tbe responde))_t~f_rom 
~era.ting, certainly during· the life of the covenants,~ 
v~~roerciaJ business zat,,J;has place. . 
Mr. Willcox: Mr. Spindle's motion, on which your Honor 
heard hlm, was to strike tlle eviqence. 
The Court : The Court will overrule the motion as to future 
business but will sustain it as to the structure. 
-Mr. Willcox: If your Honor please, I don't know what the 
situation with regard to this case will be later. We offered 
the letter from Mr. Baecher to the Committee and from the 
Committee to Mr. Baecher, and the plans which 
page 75 ~ accompanied Mr. Baecher's letter, and I believe 
you excluded them from evidence. I would like to 
present them as Exhibits and take an exception to their ex-
~~~ . 
The Court: I don't think there is any advant~ge in taking 
an exception, because I ·don't believe you have to. 
Mr. Willcox: We wish to offer them and have them identi-
fied. 
(The papers were marked ''Exhibit G;'' "Exhibit H," and 
''Exhibit I.") -
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MRS. HELEN T. STOKELY, · · 
one of the defendants~ recalled, testified as follows: 
By Mr. Spindle : . 
Q. You are the owner of this property in question, are 
you! _ · 
A. Yes. 
· Q. And the respondent in this case; you are a defendant Y 
A. Yes. ' 
Q. You and your husband own this property to-
page 76 t gether? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Who is your husba~d 7 
A.~ Henry E. Stokely. 
Q. How old is heY · 
A. Fifty-seven. 
Q. Where is he now? 
A. He is in Washington, D. C. 
, 
Q. What does he do for a living? 
A. He works for the Agricultural Department. 
· Q. What does your family consist of, your immediate 
family? 
A. I have a son. 
Q. One sonY 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did you pay for this propertyY 
Mr. Sacks: I obje.ct to that? 
The Court: It is immaterial. Objection sustained. 
/ 
By Mr. Spindle: 
Q. I think the present addition has been described, but 
would you mind telling the Court with reference to these pic-
tures and plans which are already in evidence, and how you 
have got these 'two rooms divided up? 
A. I have one room that is 15.4 by 15, and the 
page 77 ~ other is 15.4 by 12. · 
Q. One comes out of the kitchen and there is 
another room that comes out towards Sewells Point Road Y 
A. That is right. 
Q. There is a little partition between them Y 
A. Yes. . · 
Q. Right next t9 the house, what have you got in there 
nowt - · 
A. I am using it as a utility room, and have an electric hot · 
water heater in it and my laundry tubs. 
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Q. Have you got an electric stove 7 
· A. Yes. 
Q. You have got 220 current in for the electric stove Y 
A. Yes. . 
Q. These two rooms are all a part of your dwelling house T 
A. That is rig·ht. 
Q. Adjacent to it part of your exterior. and interior walls 
are not in? 
, A. No. 
Mr. Sacks : My friend is leading. 
The Court: Don't lead the witness. 
Mr·. Spindle: Excuse me. 
By Mr. Spindle: 
' 
Q. Describe whether or not it is connected to a part of the 
house! 
page 78 } A. It is connected to a part of my house. 
Q. Describe to the Court the exterior finish, in-
cluding the grounds 7 · 
A. It is cinder block construction. 
Q. Finished 7 
A. Finished, yes. 
By the Court: Q. Stucco! 
A. Stucco. 
By Mr. Spindle: . 
Q. Whats about the lawn and grounds! Will you describe 
it to the CourU 
A. I have shrubbery around the front, but I haven't finished 
it, and am going to plant it around the back. The shrubbery 
is on the front. 
Q. Mrs. Stokely, you live on the corner. Will you describe 
what is right across the street from you, on the other side of 
Sewells Point Road! 
Mr. Sacks: I object to that. 
Mr. Spindle: I think it is very pertinent. Your Honor has 
- . indicated it still may be operated as a nuisance as restrictecl 
in Covenant E. To be a nuisance you have got to look ar.ounq_ 
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· arid see what other things are around you. I don't 
page 79 } see how you can say this shop will be a nuisance 
when right across the street is a fuel yard and a 
-coal yard. · 
The Court: She is bound by the covenants in her deed. 
Mr. Spindle: They cannot do anything which may become 
:a nuisance or noxious to the neighborhood. I think, in con-
sidering what is a nuisance to the nighborhood, you must con-
sider the conditions on Sewells Point Road and how manv 
people are operating there. . . ~ 
The Court: It is a question of alterations which change 
it from residential to business. I think she has a perfect 
:right to alter it but no.t to make it other than residential. The 
right to alter places are permitted but they cannot be made 
•other than residences. A storeroom is not a dwelling. It 
!Could be used as such, but ordinarily is not. 
Mr. Spindle: It seems to me that A refers-
The Court: Continue with your examination to get in any-
. thing you wish as to ·what she proposes to do, etc. 
page 80 ~ Mr. Spindle: All right, sir. I think evidence of 
the surrounding neighborhood is admissible. 
The Court: As long as the neighborhood you ask her about 
is on this particular plat. · 
Mr. Sacks: It is not. 
The Court: You may put in any evidence you wish as to 
what the surroundings in that particular neighborhood which 
is on this plat, but not some other plat.· If there have been 
other yiolations, the Court will take that into .consideration..· 
The Court rules evidence as to other neighborhoods is inad-
missible. · 
By Mr. Spindle: · · 
Q. Mrs. Stokely, your lot is in what type of zoningf 
Mr. Sacks: We admit it is zoned for business. 
Mr. Spindle: Industrial A 1 
Mr. Sacks: Yes. 
By Mr. Spindle : 
Q. Now, Mrs. Stokely, what do you plan to do with this 
property; how do you plan to use it, your home, after you 
have this addition completed Y 
A. I may at some future day sell frozen custard from 
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my home and nothing else-, iust .frozen custards and no.thing 
elS'e .. 
page 81 } Qr Nothing else-f. . 
A .. No. 
Q .. Y 011 don't plan to go in the live,ry- stable business t 
A. No. 
Q. Just sell ~ustards f 
A. That is all. 
Q. When is your husband going to join you neref 
A. Well, I was hoping pretty soon .. 
· Q. The two of you plan to run this shop as a part of your 
home? 
A. That is :right.. . 
Q. Will you describe· to the Court exactly how this will 
work out, j.ust how yoµ plan to sell, what type of custards: 
they are, how you plan to keep the premises, and what kinif 
of customers you expect and the houFS you do business t 
A. It is supposed to be kept as a fi:rst class clean place-. 
Q. What are you going to do about the lawn! 
A. To improve it, to fix it up out to the sidewalk on that 
side of the street where the neighbors walk across the yard .. 
Q. You are. going to keep a gr~ss lawn? 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Between the exterior of the addition and Sewells Point, 
Road? . · ~ 
page 82 ~ A., Yes. 
By the Court: 
Q. Are you going to serve custard in paper cupsf 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Spindle: 
Q. When your husband comes down here, does he plan to 
use this as his livelihood? · . 
A., Yes. 
Q. Both of you f 
-A. Yes. 
Q. This will be his only income and your only income f 
A. That is right. _ 
. Q. You and he, intend to retire and live there, live off the 
proceeds of this custard shop Y 
A., That is right. 
Q~ You haven't any other income Y 
A- No. 
r ... 
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Q. This will be . your sole income Y 
A. That is right. 
Q. Is your investment in this property-
Mr. Sacks: I object to this testimony. 
The Court: Don't suggest answers to her.· 
Mr. Spindle: Was I suggesting answers Y 
The Court: You were suggesting answers in the 
page 83 ~ form of questions .. 
By Mr. Spindle: 
Q. Do you have any other income 1 
A. No. 
Q. What will be -rour income¥ 
Mr. Sacks: I object to this line of- testimony. It is irrele-
vant and immaterial. 
l\fr. Spindle: I contend it is material because you are ask.:. 
ing for an injunction which is a very harsh remedy. I am 
going to show it will cut them out of a livelihood if this in-
junction is granted. · 
.The· Court: Go ahead with the examination. 
By Mr. Spindle : 
Q. Do you and your husband plan to retireY 
.A. Yes. - · 
Q. What will be your income after the retirement f 
.A. It will be from this business. 
Q: ·no you own any other property at alU 
.A. No. 
Q. What do you estimate has been your total investment 
in this_ property including the addition to your home Y 
.A. .About $25,000.00. 
By the Court: 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Spindle: That is the reason I asked the original ques-
tio~, the purchase price · of the property_._ · 
By Mr. Spµidle : · 
Q. How much have you spent on the addition Y 
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A. The building cost me $3,000.00 and it isn't finished. That 
is what we have spent on the addition. 
Q. That includes the equipment! 
A. No, it is not the equipment. 
Q. Can you give us a :figure as to what you estimate your 
loss would be, how much you would be out, in case you could 
not use this little custard shop Y 
A. About $25,000:po is what it would cost us. 
Q. You only put $3,000.00 into the addition 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. Then you will have some more- . 
A. I wouldn't keep the property because I would not waut 
it. . It wouldn't be any benefit to me alongside the railroad 
track. 
Q. Would you live there as a home 7 
A. No, I would not have it for a home. 
Q. If you could not use it to make your living in, would 
you live there as a resident¥ 
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Q. Why not? 
A. Because of trains that come through at night and wake 
you up at five o'clock or twelve o'clock and almost shake the 
house to pieces, and all of these stores around there, and 
people coming across the yard from the stores, and trash 
thrown in my yard. 
Q. Are you annoyed now by cars Y 
A. Yes. You can't even get. ii1 your driveway, drfve into 
your yard, for the parking there, Fridays, Satt1rdays and 
· most every evening. , · 
Q. Are you annoyed by people walking across your prop-
erty f 
A. Everybody crosses it. 
By the Court : 
Q. In what manner are you annoyed Y 
.A. By people walking across. 
By Mr. Spindle : 
Q. In what way are you annoyed Y 
A. People riding bicycles and rolling baby carriages across 
·there. 
Q. In what way are you annoyed by other business in the 
areaY 
A. You mean the shopping center Y 
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Q. Yes.. 
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Q. How late at night are you annoyed? 
A. To -one o·' clock. . 
Q. If you .operate down tbere what will be your working 
hourst 
A. I really wouldn't know, but eleven o'clock, I imagine. 
Q. W o.uld the sidewalk go from the d-eor of thi~ addition 
-out to Sewells Point Road 7 
A. The sidewalk. 
Q. The sidewalk from the door or the addition the new 
:addition that you have put on,thereY There is a· door. The 




Q. It won't out to Virginian Drive? 
A. No, won't have any traffie on Virginian Drive at all. 
By the Court-: 
Q. You purchased this property in October, 1947, and the 
-0onditions that you have just described existed then. They 
bave not changed since you bought the property; that is to 
say, there was business out there, traffic and other things that 
~nnoyed you, and· they didn't just come there 7 
.A. They were there. 
Q. They were there when you bought file prop-~ 
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A. Yes, sir. 
The C.ourt-: Stand aside. 
Mr. Spindle: That is all. 
The Court: Any other testimony? !' 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Backs: 
Q. Mrs .. Stokely, in other words, you bought this to put 
up a frozen custard shop, didn't you 7 · 
The Court: She has already said so. · 
Mr. Sacks: I think the testimony of the defendant 'herself 
is sufficient. 
The Court: I can't conceive of any more annoying things 
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than for people· to buy custards and throw the· cups all ove1-
your place. You· can't control the, sw.e after it is once made-,. 
and the· customers· are not inside. They droP' them all over . 
the place. 
The Witness:. He has got us wi:ong~. 
By Mr .. Spindle·:. 
Q. What ar_e you going to sell this inf 
A. There . is :Qothing like that.; 
Q. Are _they paper cups? 
A; No. They are ice cream cones like you ·eaf. .. 
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A. Yes. 
Q. Nothing left Y 
A. No .. 
By Mr. Sacks: . 
Q~ Sometimes they throw ~e dough away, toof 
.A. No, not in the cones. · 
The Court: I will be g-lad to hear any authorities you ha V(~ 
touching on that phase of it. Of course, the Court will e.n-
j9in her from operating any business while this- covenant i::r 
enforcible. The Court thinks it is against operation of' 
business, but does not agree with Mr. Sacks that a manda-
tory injl;\nction should be entered requiring them to take tht-. 
building down~ I thinlr they had a perfect rig·ht to put it 
there, but. not to operate a business there. · 
page 89 ~ JUDGE'S CERTIFICATE. 
I, Clyde H. Jacob, Judge of the Circuit Court of the City · 
of Norfolk, Virginia, who presided over the trial of the caS(1 
of John C. Owens, Katherine M. Owens and Marion Bette 
Segal, v. Henry E. Stokely and Helen T. Stokely, in said Cir-
cuit Court of the City of Norfolk, Virginia, on December 9,. . 
1947, do certify that the foregoing is a true and correct tran-
script of the trial of said cause, including all of the evidencae 
adduced, all of the exhibits offered in evidence, as well as all 
of the objections to the evidence or any part thereof offered, 
admitted, rejected, or stricken out, together 'with all the mo-
tions and objBctions of the parties, all rulings of the Court 
thereon and all exceptions of the parties thereto, together 
with all other incidents of the trial of the said cause. 
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As to the original exhibits _introduced in evidence, as shown 
by the foregoing report, to-wit: Complainant's Exhibits 1 
to 2, inclusive, and Defendants' ~ibits A to I, inclusive, 
which have been initialed by me for the purpose of identifi-
cation, it is agreed between the attorney for the complain-
ants and the attorneys for the defendants that they shall be 
transmitted to the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia as 
a part of the record in this cause in lieu of certifying to the 
said Court copies of said exhibits. 
I further certify that this certificate has been 
page 90 } tendered to and signed by me within the time pre-
scribed by Section 6252 of" the Code· of Virginia for 
tendering and signing bills of exception and certificates of 
record, and that reasonable notice in writing has been given 
to the attorney for the complainants of the time and place at 
which said certificate has been tendered. · 
Given under my hand this 8th day of March, 1948. 
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CLYDE H. JACOB, 
Judge of the Circuit Court of ·the City 
of Norfolk, Virginia. 
A Copy-Teste: 
CLYDE H. JACOB, Judge. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE. 
I, W. Robertson Haneke}, Clerk of the Circuit Court of the 
City of Norfolk, Virginia, do hereby certify that the foregc.-
ing is a true and correct copy of all the testimony, exhibits, 
and other incidents of the trial of the case of John C. Owens, 
Katherine M. Owens and Marion Bette Segal, v. Henry E. 
Stokely and Helen T. Stokely, and that the original thereof 
and said copy, together with the original exhibits therein re-
ferred to, duly initialed and authenticated by the Judge who 
presided over the trial of the said cause, were lodged and 
filed with me as Clerk of the said Court on the 8th day of 
March, 1948. 
W. ROBERTSON HANCKEL, . 
Clerk of the Circuit Court· of the City 
of Norfolk, Virginia. 
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page 92 ~ CLERK'S CERTIFICATE. 
· I,· W. R. Hanckel, Clerk of the Circuit Court of the City 
of Norfolk, Virginia, do certify that the foregoing· is a true 
transcript of· the record in the case of John C. Owens, et als., 
v. Henry E. Stokely, ~t al., lately pending in said Court. 
I further certify that the same was not made up and com-
pleted and delivered until the complainants had received dne 
notice in writing thereof and of the intention, of the defend-
ants to apply to the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, 
for an appeal from said decree. 
Teste: 
W. R. HANCKEL, Clerk. 
By D.~ 
Fee for transcript $15.50. 
A Copy-Teste : 
M. B. WATTS, C. C. 
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